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Abstract
A novel differential vector phase-locked loop (DVPLL) is derived that takes GNSS
code-phase and carrier-phase measurements from a base station and uses them to maintain
an integer ambiguity resolved quality solution directly in the vector tracking loop of a rover
receiver. The only state variables estimated and used to create the replica code and carrier
signals from the base station measurements are three position and two clock states for a
static test. Closing the individual loops solely through the navigation filter makes this a
pure vector method. For short baselines, where differential atmospheric errors are small,
the DVPLL can be used on single-frequency data. An L1-only live-sky static test was
performed using the method resulting in a 3D accuracy of 5.3 mm for an 18.5 m baseline.
An acquisition algorithm is also developed to initialize the DVPLL. The algorithm
performs a search in the space-time domain vice the measurement domain. An upper bound
on the failure rate of the algorithm can be set by the user. The algorithm was tested on 24-h
dual- and single-frequency CORS data sets with close to a 100% success rate and on a
15-min data set of single-frequency IF samples with a 100% success rate.
iv
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THE DIFFERENTIAL VECTOR PHASE-LOCKED LOOP FOR GLOBAL
NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM SIGNAL TRACKING
I. Introduction and Dissertation Overview
The geometric correlation of Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite vehicle (SV)
signals was first exploited by Sennott and Senffner in 1991 as a way of overcoming
cycle slips [62]. This was followed by Spilker’s development of the vector delay
locked loop (VDLL) in 1996 [55]. Vector tracking has seen a flurry of activity since
these two pioneering papers were written. Taking advantage of the spatial correlation
between satellites has opened vast frontiers of research. To date, vector-tracking research
has focused on obtaining real-time solutions without the benefit of precise base station
measurements. To make vector phase tracking possible, slow-varying phase errors on each
channel must be accounted for in some way. This dissertation presents a novel method
designed for a test and evaluation environment where sampled intermediate-frequency (IF)
GNSS data can be post-processed. Under these conditions, base station measurements
can be used in a differential vector phase locked loop (DVPLL) algorithm to obtain a
position solution directly in the vector tracking loop of a rover receiver that has an accuracy
comparable to an integer-resolved carrier-phase differential GPS solution. The phase errors
are common to both receivers and, for the most part, cancel.
This dissertation derives a novel vector tracking technique that translates the code and
carrier-phase measurements obtained from a receiver at a surveyed location (base station)
to a Kalman-filter predicted location for a receiver at a different location (rover). The
translated code and carrier-phase measurements are used to generate local replicas of the
predicted signals for each channel of the rover. These replica signals are correlated with the
1
incoming signal obtained at the rover to generate errors. The errors are used by a Kalman
filter to update its navigation state and clock offset states, completing the loop.
The DVPLL is a pure vector technique in that no local channel information is saved
to be used in the next iteration. This is in contrast to other techniques, which use a
combination of local-channel and vector information in a given loop.
As will be shown in Chapter 2, the DVPLL is unique in the literature. Several
papers introduce vector carrier-phase tracking techniques. These techniques are based
on the work of Zhodzishsky et al. [76]. However, none of these papers use differential
carrier-phase measurements directly in the tracking loop. Only Chan and Petovello use
differential corrections directly in the tracking loops [11]. These corrections are limited to
code-phase and carrier-frequency measurements vice carrier-phase measurements. Carrier-
phase measurements must be used to obtain an ambiguity-resolved differential carrier-
phase quality solution. Only the DVPLL does this directly in the tracking loops.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides basic
information on the GPS signal structure, the scalar tracking loop, and various vector
tracking techniques. A literature review is detailed for each vector tracking technique.
Chapter 3 introduces the DVPLL, derives the equations governing the translation of base
station code and carrier-phase measurements to the rover location, and details the Kalman
filter employed in this work. The chapter ends with results obtained using the technique.
Chapter 4 provides a literature review of integer ambiguity resolution techniques and the
ambiguity function method, introduces a signal acquisition method for the DVPLL, and
ends with results. Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation and provides recommendations for
future work.
2
II. Background
This chapter details the current state-of-art for vector tracking loops. The chapter
starts by explaining the signal-in-space, down conversion, and digital sampling normally
performed by a receiver front end. Next, a number of functions common to current scalar
tracking loops are presented. The chapter continues by reviewing the traditional scalar
tracking loop and various vector tracking loop mechanizations. The chapter contains a
literature review integrated into each vector tracking section.
The equations presented in this chapter are derived using the global positioning system
(GPS) Link 1 (L1) Coarse/acquisition-code (C/A-code) but are easily extended to any other
GNSS signal.
2.1 Signal Description
2.1.1 Time Definitions.
In the following derivation, signals are defined either by the global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) system time when the signal was transmitted or the system time when the
signal arrived at the receiver’s antenna phase center. This derivation uses notation similar
to Kaplan and Hegarty [35]. The system time of transmission, also known as the true time,
is denoted ts. The system time of arrival is denoted tu. The relationship between these two,
for the ith satellite, is given by
tiu = t
i
s + ∆t
i (2.1)
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where
tiu = system time ith satellite vehicle (SV) signal arrived at receiver (s)
tis = system time signal transmitted by ith SV (s)
∆ti = time for signal to transit from ith SV to receiver (s)
The transit time is given by
∆ti =
ri
c
+ τiprop (2.2)
where
ri = range to ith SV accounting for earth rotation and propagation time (m)
c = speed of light (m/s)
τiprop = propagation delay due to troposphere and ionosphere (s)
The propagation delay is different for the code and carrier since the ionosphere is a dis-
persive media. The code is delayed due to the ionosphere, while the phase is advanced,
resulting in different values for τiprop between code and carrier [35]. These values will be
defined as τicode for the code and τ
i
carr for the carrier.
Substituting (2.2) in (2.1), using the appropriate definitions for τiprop, and rearranging
terms yields the system time when the code and carrier were transmitted by the ith satellite
as
ticode , t
i
s,code = t
i
u −
ri
c
− τicode (2.3)
ticarr , t
i
s,carr = t
i
u −
ri
c
− τicarr (2.4)
where
ticode = system time when code was transmitted by the ith SV (s)
ticarr = system time when carrier was transmitted by the ith SV (s)
4
In the subsequent sections tiu is redefined simply as t
i.
2.1.2 Signal-in-Space Description.
The signal emitted from a GNSS satellite consists of a carrier signal modulated by a
known code signal and unknown data signal. For the GPS L1 CA-code signal the carrier
frequency is 1575.42 MHz, the code is a 1023 length binary phase shift key (BPSK) gold
code output at 1.023 MHz for a code length of 1 ms. The data are modulated on the signal
at a rate of 50 bits per second. Using orthogonal codes in a code division multiple access
(CDMA) scheme, all satellites share the same frequency.
The signal-in-space from the ith SV arriving at the receiver’s antenna phase center is
described by [35]
siR(t
i) = AiR(t
i)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) cos(φ
i
T (t
i
carr)) (2.5)
where
siR = ith SV signal at receiver’s antenna phase center (V)
AiR = ith SV received signal amplitude (V)
C = spreading code (unitless) at time of transmission
D = data (unitless) at time of transmission
φiT = signal phase at time of transmission (rad)
2.1.3 Down Conversion and Sampling.
The signal, siR, is then moved to an intermediate frequency through one or more stages
of amplification, filtering, and mixing as shown in Figure 2.1.
The overall effect can be modeled as a single mixing stage. The mixing process results
in terms that are the sum and difference of the incoming signal’s carrier phase and the
mixing signal’s phase. The sum term is filtered out, leaving the difference term as follows
[35]
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Amplify 
Sampled 
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Figure 2.1: Typical GPS Receiver Front End
si(ti) = Ai(ti)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) cos(φ
i
T (t
i
carr) − φm(t
i)) (2.6)
= Ai(ti)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) cos(φ
i(ticarr)) (2.7)
where
si = ith satellite signal mixed to intermediate frequency (V)
Ai = intermediate frequency signal amplitude (V)
φm = mixer phase as a function of time (rad)
φi = intermediate frequency phase as a function of time (rad)
The intermediate frequency signal is then sampled and either processed immediately
or recorded and processed at a later time. The mixer and sampler are typically driven by
the same clock with the result that they both drift the same way. If the mixer and sampler
are not driven by the same clock, the carrier and code will drift in different ways, making
the carrier-aided code loop more difficult to implement [44].
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2.2 Common Tracking Functions
This section is intended to be an introduction to the notation used in this dissertation
rather than an in-depth treatise of the common functions. The word function in this section
refers to a basic receiver operation that can be implemented either in hardware or software.
Excellent texts on the traditional scalar tracking loop and the functions involved can be
found in Parkinson and Spilker [55], Misra and Enge [49], or Kaplan and Hegarty [35].
Figure 2.2 is a flowchart of a typical scalar tracking loop implementation. The
functions shown along the left hand side of each channel page are explained in the Sections
2.2.1 to 2.2.5.
Front 
End 
Accumulators 
Doppler 
Removal 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
Channel N 
Correlators 
Replica 
Carrier 
Replica 
Code 
Loop Filters 
…
 
Nav Filter … 
IMU/INS Doppler 
Aiding 
…
 
Stand-alone 
Solution 
DGPS 
Process 
Differential 
Data 
Differential 
Solution 
Carrier 
Aiding 
Discriminators 
…
 
Figure 2.2: Scalar Tracking Loop
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2.2.1 Doppler Removal.
The Doppler removal function is shown in Figure 2.3. Doppler removal is performed
by multiplying the sampled signal by the cosine and sine of a replica carrier. This
multiplication results in cosine and sine terms with arguments that are the sum and
difference of the sampled signal’s phase and the replica carrier. The sum terms will be
filtered out in later stages, leaving the difference terms. The resulting two difference signals
are known as the in-phase (cosine) and quadrature (sine) signals. Ignoring the sum terms,
the resulting signals are modeled as
Ii(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) cos(φ
i(ticarr) − φ̂i(t
i)) (2.8)
= 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) cos(δφ
i(ti)) (2.9)
Qi(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)D(t
i
code) sin(δφ
i(ti)) (2.10)
where
Ii = in-phase signal (V)
φ̂i = replica carrier (rad)
δφi = phase difference (rad)
Qi = quadrature signal (V)
cos 
sin 
Replica 
Carrier 
Sampled Signal 
I 
Q 
Figure 2.3: Block Diagram of Doppler Removal Function
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2.2.2 Correlators.
The I and Q signals are then multiplied by early, prompt and late code replicas, as
shown in Figure 2.4. The early and late code replicas are typically spaced a spreading code
chip apart from each other (advanced and delayed by half a chip each). This results in 6
signals with equations given by
IP1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode)D(t
i
code) cos(δφ
i(ti)) (2.11)
IE1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode − 0.5d)D(t
i
code) cos(δφ
i(ti)) (2.12)
IL1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode + 0.5d)D(t
i
code) cos(δφ
i(ti)) (2.13)
QP1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode)D(t
i
code) sin(δφ
i(ti)) (2.14)
QE1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode − 0.5d)D(t
i
code) sin(δφ
i(ti)) (2.15)
QL1i(ti) = 0.5Ai(ti)C(ticode)C(t̂icode + 0.5d)D(t
i
code) sin(δφ
i(ti)) (2.16)
where
P, E, L = signal correlated with prompt, early or late code
t̂icode = replica code time (s)
d = time difference between early and late replica code (s)
2.2.3 Accumulators.
The outputs of the correlators are then filtered using accumulators which simply add
the values over a given interval. The following derivation will focus on the in-phase prompt
signal and apply the final result to the other five signals. The summation of the in-phase
9
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Figure 2.4: Block Diagram of Correlation Function
signal correlated with the prompt code is given by
IPi( j) =
∆T ( j)
Ts∑
k=0
IP1i(t0( j) + kTs) (2.17)
=
∆T ( j)
Ts∑
k=0
0.5Ai(t0( j) + kTs)C(t0( j) + kTs)C(t̂icode)D(t0( j) + kTs)
cos(δφi(t0( j) + kTs)) (2.18)
where
IPi( j) = jth accumulated in-phase signal correlated with prompt code (V)
t0( j) = time at beginning of the jth summation interval (s)
∆T ( j) = accumulation period of the jth interval (s)
j = interval index
Ts = sampling interval (s)
Note the switch between a time-based output and an index-based output. Next, the
assumption is made that the phase error, δφ, and the difference between the true code time
and replica code time, denoted by τ, are approximately constant across the accumulation
10
period. Furthermore, the data bit is assumed constant across accumulation period yielding
IPi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j))D( j) cos(δφi( j)) (2.19)
IEi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j) − 0.5d)D( j) cos(δφi( j)) (2.20)
ILi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j) + 0.5d)D( j) cos(δφi( j)) (2.21)
QPi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j))D( j) sin(δφi( j)) (2.22)
QEi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j) − 0.5d)D( j) sin(δφi( j)) (2.23)
QLi( j) ≈ Mi( j)R(τi( j) + 0.5d)D( j) sin(δφi( j)) (2.24)
where
Mi = magnitude of the ith signal (V)
R = code autocorrelation function (unitless)
The idealized code autocorrelation function, for most GNSS signals, is a triangular-
shaped function as depicted in Figure 2.5 for the GPS C/A-code. The equation for the
autocorrelation function, R(x), is given by
R(x) =

1 − |x| if |x| ≤ 1
− 11023 if |x| > 1
(2.25)
2.2.4 Discriminators.
The previous functions are common to most tracking algorithms (a noted exception
are tracking loops based on maximum likelihood techniques [12]). The implementation
may vary from that presented here but each of the previous functions can be found in some
form. In contrast, most, but not all, mechanizations use discriminators to estimate the
tracking errors τ and δφ. Many different discriminators are used in the literature. Four
popular examples are explained here and the reader is left to research others if interested.
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The first discriminator, the normalized non-coherent early-minus-late envelope,
estimates the code tracking error, τ. The equation for this discriminator is given by [35]
τ̂i =
1
2
√
IEi 2 + QEi 2 −
√
ILi 2 + QLi 2√
IEi 2 + QEi 2 +
√
ILi 2 + QLi 2
(2.26)
where
τ̂i = estimate of code tracking error (chips)
The next discriminator is the Costas Loop phase discriminator. This discriminator is
insensitive to the 180 degree phase shifts introduced by the unknown 50 Hz data bits. The
discriminator is given by [35]
ˆδφi = atan(QPi/IPi) (2.27)
where
ˆδφi = phase error estimate (rad)
This discriminator is used if the data bit is unknown. For a known data bit the four quadrant
inverse tangent can be used as follows [35]
ˆδφi = atan2(QPi, IPi) (2.28)
where
atan2 = four quadrant arc tangent
Each of these discriminators are nonlinear and, in general, result in a non-Gaussian estimate
[35].
The last discriminator explained here is the frequency discriminator. This discrimina-
tor estimates the frequency tracking error vice the phase error. A common version is the
maximum likelihood estimator given by [35]
f̂ i( j) =
atan2(cross, dot)
∆T ( j)
(2.29)
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where
f̂ i = frequency error estimate (rad/s)
cross = IPi( j − 1)IPi( j) + QPi( j − 1)QPi( j)
dot = IPi( j − 1)QPi( j) − IPi( j)QPi( j − 1)
2.2.5 Loop Filters.
The objective of a tracking loop is to create a replica signal that matches the input
signal. To this end, the difference between the original signal and replica signal is fed back
as an error steering the replica signal in the correct direction. However, each discriminator
listed in the previous section is a noisy estimate of the error signal. Loop filters are used
to reduce this noise and create a better estimate of the replica signal. Figure 2.6 shows a
typical feedback loop using a loop filter.
Signal Loop 
Filter 
Replica 
Signal 
Error 
Signal 
- 
Figure 2.6: Typical Feedback Loop Using a Loop Filter
A very basic loop filter is a simple integrator. The discriminator output is scaled
and integrated to give the replica signal. The magnitude of the scaling sets the filter’s
bandwidth. This filter is called a first-order loop filter and is typically used for the code
tracking loop. There are, of course, second- and third-order loop filters each having two and
three integrators, respectively. The second-order loop filter is typically used with frequency
tracking and the third-order loop filter is typically used for phase tracking [35].
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There is a trade-off between reducing noise (reducing bandwidth) and being able to
track dynamics (increasing bandwidth). This trade-off becomes a parameter in receiver
design.
2.2.6 Doppler Removal Through Discriminators as a Difference Operator.
The output of the Discriminators is the average difference of the incoming carrier and
code and the replicas.
2.3 Tracking Loops
Figure 2.7 shows the ontology of the current state of tracking loop technology and
provides an overview of this section.
Many 
Variations 
Vector Scalar 
Tracking Loops 
Not VPLL VPLL 
VDLL/VPLL VPLL Only VDLL/VFLL VDLL Only 
VPLL - Vector Phase Locked Loop 
VDLL - Vector Delay Locked Loop 
VFLL - Vector Frequency Locked Loop 
Figure 2.7: Tracking Loop Ontology
2.3.1 Scalar Tracking Loops.
As previously mentioned, the prominent method of tracking GPS satellites is known as
the scalar tracking loop. Figure 2.2 depicts this method. In the figure, pages exist for every
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channel. Anything on a page is associated with a single tracking channel and anything
off the pages needs information from, or feeds information to, all the channels. With this
in mind, the figure clearly shows that each satellite is tracked independently of the other
satellites. In fact, for recorded intermediate frequency data, a popular method of processing
is to track each satellite one at a time through the whole data set. The replica code, replica
carrier, and navigation data bit estimates are then brought together to estimate the position
and time.
Starting down the left side of Figure 2.2 and using the nomenclature introduced in the
previous section, the replica carrier and sampled data are multiplied in the Doppler removal
block to create I and Q values. These values are then correlated with early, prompt, and late
versions of the replica code and the resulting values accumulated. Discriminators transform
the accumulated values into carrier and code error estimates that are input to loop filters to
create new estimates of the replicas, thus completing the tracking loop.
Carrier-Aided Code Loop. Once carrier lock is achieved, many implementations use
the highly precise carrier measurements to aid the code loop. This is represented by the line
labeled Carrier Aiding in Figure 2.2. This aiding greatly lowers the dynamics on the code
loop, allowing for a commiserate reduction in the bandwidth of the loop filters and, hence,
a reduction in the noise present in the code measurements.
Doppler Aiding. Mechanizations that include an inertial navigation system (INS)
often aid the carrier loop using the velocities derived from an inertial measurement unit
(IMU). In Figure 2.2, the INS, IMU and Doppler aiding have dashed lines indicating these
features are not always present.
Differential Processing. Many times the replica carrier and replica code are used,
along with replica carrier and replica code measurements from a receiver at a known
location, to perform differential processing. This processing removes many of the errors
common to both receivers and provides a highly precise solution especially if a kinematic
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carrier phase solution can be realized. Differential processing is shown in the lower right
of Figure 2.2.
Phase vs Frequency Locked Loop. There are two ways to close the carrier loop.
The first is to use a phase discriminator and drive the difference between the phases of the
incoming and replica signals to zero, thus matching the phases of the two signals. This
approach is the most precise method of tracking the carrier and is known as a phase-locked
loop (PLL). However, the PLL is also susceptible to losing lock due to noise and dynamics.
In high-dynamic or high-noise environments an alternative method of tracking is to use
a frequency-locked loop (FLL). The FLL uses the frequency discriminator of (2.29). The
frequency of the replica carrier signal is driven to match that of the incoming signal, leaving
the phase difference to wander. During acquisition, a receiver normally starts out using the
FLL method early and then switches to a PLL implementation once the Doppler frequency
is tracked [35].
2.3.2 Vector Tracking Loops.
In contrast to scalar tracking loops, vector tracking loops are characterized by their
exploitation of the geometric correlations between satellite tracking channels. As seen in
Figure 2.8, if two satellites are close together in angle in the sky and the receiver moves
towards one, it will also move towards the other. This is the correlation that is leveraged in
a vector tracking loop.
The geometric correlation is leveraged by projecting from the N-dimensional
individual channel domain to the 4-dimensional time-space domain. During the projection
process individual channel information is lost. In a pure vector implementation, no
individual channel information is retained to use in creation of the replica signals.
All vector phase locked loop implementations, uncovered in the literature, retain some
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Figure 2.8: Example of Geometric Correlation Between Satellites
individual channel information, however, to account for slowly changing biases (errors) in
the channel.
Vector tracking loops are named by how the geometric correlation is leveraged. As
the name implies, the vector delay locked loop (VDLL) matches the replica code of all
channels simultaneously by exploiting their geometric correlation. In a similar manner, the
vector frequency locked loop (VFLL) matches the replica carrier frequency, and the vector
phase locked loop (VPLL) matches the replica carrier phase.
2.3.2.1 Past Research Summary.
Table 2.1 tabulates past research dealing with vector tracking found by the author.
Table 2.2 defines the acronyms used in Table 2.1. The first column of Table 2.1 is the
author(s) and a reference to the work, the second is the year(s) the work was accomplished,
the third is the primary organization responsible for the work, the fourth is the name given
the method by the authors of the paper. The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns show whether
the method is scalar or vector for the particular loop, delay (DLL), frequency (FLL), or
phase (PLL). The eighth column is the position domain filter (PDF) type specifying loop
filter (LF), Kalman filter (KF), maximum likelihood (ML), or least squares (LS). The
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ninth column shows the measurement type used in the filter, either Is and Qs (IQ), or
discriminator values (D). The tenth column tells whether the method integrates an IMU.
The final column designates whether the method uses differential corrections directly in
the vector loop and the type of corrections, code (C), frequency (F), or phase (P).
As shown in Table 2.1, there has been a lot of research into VDLL/VFLL tracking
loops and very little into the pure VPLL. It also shows that only two methods use differential
corrections directly in the tracking loop. Of those two, only the method proposed in this
dissertation uses differential phase measurements directly in the tracking loops.
The reader is encouraged to refer back to Table 2.1 while proceeding through the rest
of this chapter.
2.3.2.2 Vector Delay Locked Loop/Vector Frequency Locked Loop.
Sennott and Senffner [62] were the first to exploit the geometric correlation of GPS
signals to prevent cycle slips in the carrier signal. Spilker [55] closed the code loop through
the navigation filter, giving the first introduction to the VDLL. Figure 2.9 shows a flow chart
of a VDLL/VFLL system. The left side of each tracking channel is the same as the scalar
case; however, the similarity ends there. Each channel’s estimate of the code time offset and
frequency tracking error are fed as measurements into the navigation filter. The navigation
filter uses these measurements to update the navigation states (position, velocity, etc.),
receiver clock bias and drift, and any other estimated errors. The velocity is then projected
back to the line of sight of each satellite, the satellite’s velocity and receiver clock drift are
added, and the result is then used to create a replica frequency. The replica frequency is
integrated to create a replica phase and the phase loop is closed. For the code loop, the
estimated position and satellite’s position are subtracted to create a range. The estimated
receiver clock offset and drift are then added to create a pseudorange. The replica code is
then derived from this pseudorange estimate and the code loop is closed. To summarize,
both the code and frequency loops are closed through the navigation filter.
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Table 2.2: Definitions for Table 2.1
Acronym Definition Meaning (if applicable)
DLL Delay Locked Loop
FLL Frequency Locked Loop
PLL Phase Locked Loop
PDF Position Domain Filter Type of filtering performed on position domain estimates
Meas Measurement Type
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit Used?
Diff Differential Type
VDLL Vector Delay Locked Loop
VFLL Vector Frequency Locked Loop
PLL Phase Locked Loop
VPLL Vector PLL
MC-MS-VPLL Multi-Constellation Multi-Satellite VPLL
DINGPOS Acronym not defined by authors
VTL Vector Tracking Loop
DVPLL Differential Vector Phase Locked Loop
V Vector Parameter tracked by projecting from channel to position domain,
filtering/estimating, and transforming back.
S Scalar Parameter tracked on a channel-by-channel basis.
V,S V and S A combination of Vector and Scalar such as High Frequency Vector
and Low Frequency Scalar
LF Loop Filter
KF Kalman Filter
ML Maximum Likelihood
LS Least Squares
IQ In-phase and Quadrature Accumulations
D Discriminator
Y Yes
C Code
F Frequency
P Phase
The IMU, if present, is typically used to create more accurate position and velocity
reference trajectories in the next iteration by propagating forward the best estimate of the
navigation state at that point. This creates better estimates of the replica code and carrier.
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Figure 2.9: Vector Delay and Vector Frequency Locked Loop
2.3.2.3 Past VDLL/VFLL Research.
Gustafson et al. developed a VDLL solution coupled with an IMU through a
centralized Kalman filter. The authors showed the joining of the two yielded a 15 dB
performance advantage over conventional approaches [26–28].
Abbott and Lillo introduced a VDLL coupled with an IMU using a federated approach
[1]. Higher rate pre-filters estimated range and range-rate information which is passed to a
lower rate navigation filter.
Pany et al. developed a VDLL/VFLL with code and frequency discriminators and
used it to better estimate signal power in bad signal conditions [52, 53]. The same group
also developed a VDLL/VFLL coupled with an IMU and other sensors and demonstrated
the ability to track a signal down to 1.5 dB-Hz carrier-to-noise-density ratio (C/N0) using
long coherent integration times [50, 54].
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Petovello and Lachapelle compared different local filter implementations for use in a
cascaded vector-tracking approach [57]. The vector filter in question is a VDLL/VFLL
mechanization with local phase tracking. Petovello et al. also added an IMU to a
VDLL/VFLL mechanization with local phase tracking to show it gave a 7dB margin
in maintaining kinematic quality carrier phase track over standard tracking loops [58].
Petovello then went on to extend the coherent integration time from 20 ms to 80 ms but
demonstrated only improvement in tracking margin [59]. Chan and Petovello augmented
a VDLL/VFLL with differential code and frequency measurements from a base station
receiver as well as range measurements from an ultra-wideband device with minor
improvements in tracking performance [10, 11]. A flowchart of this differential code
method is shown in Figure 2.10. This is the only method found by the author to incorporate
differential GPS measurements directly in the tracking loops.
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DiEsposti [16] and Axelrad et al. [2, 3] presented methods of acquisition that take
advantage of geometric correlations between satellites. These authors did not present a
tracking method but are mentioned here for completeness. DiEsposti did mention that
incorporating phase measurements from a receiver at a known location would help shorten
the acquisition time.
Closas et al. used maximum likelihood techniques to directly determine the position
and velocity from the input data [12]. They showed the maximum likelihood technique
helps better mitigate multipath, compared to other vector techniques, in individual channels
since correlation across channels are leveraged even within the integration period. The
maximum likelihood method also removes the intermediate step of estimating the code
delay and frequency offset parameters. The same authors then went on to develop a Cramér-
Rao lower bound for scalar loops and the direct positioning technique, and showed the two
are equivalent for clean signals of equivalent C/N0 on all satellites [13]. In the case of
lower C/N0 on a subset of satellites or in the presence of multipath, however, the direct
positioning technique had a lower Cramér-Rao lower bound.
Groves et al. developed a version of the VDLL/VFLL aided by an IMU and showed
it to be an optimum integration architecture in applications where phase precision is
unimportant [24].
Kiesel et al. designed a VDLL that had a local PLL with associated loop filter that was
aided by a VFLL [36]. This method allows the receiver to operate using scalar tracking of
phase under normal conditions but switch to vector frequency tracking for those channels
with low C/N0.
Lashley et al. developed a VDLL/VFLL coupled with an IMU and studied the
effects of noise, dynamics, and IMU quality on navigation performance compared with
the performance without an IMU [39]. The version with a tactical-grade IMU tracked
through an 8-g turn at 16 dB-Hz C/N0, while the version without an IMU could only track
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through the turn down to 19 dB-Hz. Neither could track down to 14 dB-Hz. The same
authors also detailed the same VDLL/VFLL only without an IMU in [40]. In [41] the same
authors compared different architectures of a VDLL/VFLL coupled with an IMU. They
compared the effects of using a federated versus centralized Kalman filter and the effects
of scalar versus vector tracking loops. They showed that the centralized and federated
filters are similar performance and that scalar loops performed poorer than both Kalman
filter types, but the performance difference shrinks as the C/N0 declined. The C/N0 for all
satellites was reduced at the same time as would happen in an interference environment
vice selected satellites as would happen in a blockage situation. In [42] the same authors
developed a method of comparing vector to scalar loops where everything is equal except
the exploitation of geometric correlation in the vector algorithm. The paper asserts a 6 dB
improvement in tracking threshold for vector tracking with an 11 satellite constellation.
Won et al. compared different approaches to Kalman filter design for vector tracking
loops and concluded that different Kalman filter methods all performed similarly to each
other and were better than the scalar method [73]. The authors also concluded that the
Kalman filter methods provide 2-3 dB in tracking improvement, with the rest of the
improvement coming from vector loop closure.
Edwards et al. described a VDLL/VFLL design and then implemented this design in
hardware [17]. The hardware is not capable of working in real time, but the authors were
confident the ability to do so would materialize in the near future.
Hui and Jingshu performed analyses of vector tracking that assumes a VDLL/VFLL
architecture for weak signals and high dynamics [33, 34]. They showed that the vector
method tracks well when a subset of satellites is weaker than the other satellites being
tracked. The authors also showed the vector method works well under high-dynamic
conditions.
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Nunes et al. developed a VDLL implementation for low-dynamic applications where
they constrained the position to be within the current cell and nearest neighbor cells [51].
A search is made through these cells to choose the one with the highest tracking power.
This is equivalent to a discrete maximum likelihood method. The authors concluded this is
a low-cost design for indoor applications.
Weill applied maximum likelihood techniques to code phase and frequency tracking
in a VDLL/VFLL and listed the advantages for weak signal tracking [72]. Weill named
this technique a maximum likelihood vector tracking loop. Lin et al. implemented these
techniques in a real software receiver and performed a field test. The tests showed the
navigation domain technique outperforms a centralized vector-based tracking loop for
shorter integration periods [43]. However, the performance gains lessens as the integration
period is lengthened.
Zhenzhen et al. developed a VDLL with a centralized Kalman filter and showed how
a blocked satellite can be immediately tracked, once it became visible again, using this
implementation [75]. The authors went on to demonstrate that a scalar tracking loop cannot
immediately regain lock under the same conditions.
Liu et al. introduced a technique that jointly estimated the replica signals by taking
advantage of the fact that the code and carrier rates of each channel are related, even
across the integration period [44]. They used a maximum likelihood technique to estimate
synchronization parameters in a joint vector discriminator and then fed these parameters to
a Kalman filter. They showed that this helps reduce errors due to cross-correlation between
strong and weak satellites and improves the ultimate position solution. The author of this
dissertation could not determine if true phase lock occurred using this method. Liu et al.
went on to propose a direct position tracking loop and explained it using the code tracking
portion [46]. The method uses early-late I and Q values in the x, y, z and time directions.
The sum of squares of the I and Q values were then summed for all satellites and the results
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used as a geometric discriminator in the normal way. The method is shown to improve
tracking of weak signals under dynamics [45].
Wang et al. described a VDLL/VFLL coupled with an IMU and showed how it
worked well in a train navigation system [71]. A centralized Kalman filter uses loop-filtered
discriminator outputs from the individual channels as measurements.
Zhao and Akos implemented a VDLL/VFLL and gave some advice on tuning [74].
They performed two simulator tests and a drive test to show the benefits of a VDLL/VFLL
over a conventional scalar loop.
Langer, Kiesel et al. developed a VDLL/VFLL with an IMU for pedestrian navigation
indoors [38]. The authors showed it was possible to track signals below 20 dB-Hz C/N0.
Peng et al. also implemented a VDLL/VFLL [56]. The authors showed the
performance benefits under ionospheric scintillation or long periods of signal outage.
Summary. The VDLL/VFLL encompasses the bulk of vector tracking research
performed to date. The research shows that vector tracking provides improvements over
scalar tracking, especially in conditions where a subset of SVs is lower in power than the
others, there is blockage of a subset of SVs, the C/N0 values are low, and/or the receiver is
under high dynamics. The research proposed in this dissertation endeavors to bring these
benefits and others to the VPLL.
2.3.2.4 Vector Phase Locked Loops.
Ignoring receiver clock bias, the errors that affect a GPS receiver are typically on the
order of a few meters or so. This error is much less than the code length (300m for CA-
code) and is slowly changing, making vector tracking a realistic solution for the code loop
and for the carrier loop if tracking frequency. However, a few meters is much larger than
the wavelength (19 cm for L1), making vector phase tracking a challenging proposition. A
few adventurous souls have attempted it and this section details their efforts. Since there
are so few examples in the literature, each will be explained in some detail.
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Low Bandwidth Local/High Bandwidth Vector Phase Locked Loop. The first
example of a VPLL is Co-op tracking as proposed by Zhodzishsky et al. [76]. Figure
2.11 shows a flowchart of this method. The left side is the same as with other methods
of tracking. The code loop is handled locally with a very low bandwidth loop filter and
is aided by the carrier loop. The replica code is used in a navigation processor to obtain
a position solution. The position solution and the satellite positions are used to create the
projection matrix, H. This is the matrix consisting of normalized pointing vectors to each
satellite in the first 3 columns and ones in the last column. Least squares is used to estimate
position and receiver clock offset errors, in cycles, from the phase error estimates out of
the channel discriminators. A high bandwidth loop filter creates velocity and clock drift
replicas. These replicas are projected to line of sight for each channel. Each channel also
feeds the error estimates out of the phase discriminators through a low bandwidth loop
filter to create a slowly changing estimate of the frequency offset. This estimate tracks the
slowly changing biases due to atmospheric errors, and other effects. The slowly changing
channel estimate and the fast changing vector estimate of frequency are then combined
and integrated to close the phase loop. To summarize, the carrier loop is broken into two
parts: (1) a local low bandwidth loop to track slowly changing per channel errors, and (2)
a vector high bandwidth loop to track navigation and clock dynamics. This is not a pure
vector method due to the need to follow the slowing changing phase errors.
Atmospheric Error Estimation. Henkel et al. introduce a form of tracking similar
to Co-op tracking [32]. Figure 2.12 shows a flowchart of this method. As seen in the
figure, instead of using local low bandwidth feedback to follow the slowly changing phase
errors, the authors project the phase errors, using weighted least squares, into position,
receiver clock, ionospheric and zenith tropospheric errors. These errors are then run
through loop filters and transformed back to the individual channel phase domain, and
the loop is closed. An initial estimate of the phase errors is made prior to vector lock and
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Figure 2.11: Vector Phase Locked Loop with Co-op Tracking
periodic reinitialization is required to maintain vector lock, keeping this from being a pure
vector method. The authors show how this method reduces tracking errors on channels
with deep amplitude fades due to ionospheric activity. Note how the position is maintained
in a separate navigation filter.
Henkel et al. add receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) to this method
and show how to correct for the PLL bias due to ionospheric dispersion across the very
wideband (51MHz) Galileo E5 signal [31]. Giger et al. replace the weighted least
squares/loop filter mechanization with a Kalman filter as shown in Figure 2.13 to jointly
estimate optimal replica phase estimates [23].
Giger et al. then include the code delay tracking error estimates in the Kalman filter,
creating a vector code loop as shown in Figure 2.14. They refer to this as joint carrier
and code tracking [22]. Giger et al. go on to estimate the position in the tracking loop
Kalman filter vice in a separate navigation filter as shown in Figure 2.15. They refer to this
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as position domain joint tracking [19]. Giger and C. Günther then developed a multiple
antenna version incorporating an estimate of the platform attitude [20]. The authors show
the benefits and drawbacks of this scheme compared to a digital beamformer. Giger and
C. Günther also showed the robustness of their method in a multipath environment [21].
The Kalman filter methods have several states to estimate each SV’s phase keeping these
from being pure vector methods. The Kalman filter estimates at least 2 states per SV for
one frequency and then estimates an ionospheric correction to account for all the other
frequencies of the same SV.
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Soloviev et al. have a mechanization where the phase discriminators are used to update
the accumulated Doppler and estimate the beginning phase for the next interval [65]. The
difference between the change in accumulated Doppler over the accumulation interval for
each satellite and those predicted by the navigation filter are used as measurements to
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update the navigation states. The integration period is extended in this scheme using an
efficient method of determining the navigation bits across bit transitions. The same authors
then used this mechanization to perform flight tests [66]. The results showed very good
carrier phase track and relative positioning accuracy at 15 dB-Hz C/N0. Soloviev and
Dickman added a multipath monitoring system into the architecture and were able to track
carrier phase to the same 15 dB-Hz level indoors [63, 64]. This method uses two states per
channel to follow slowly changing errors in each channel [65].
Summary. Current VPLL methods are not purely vector and do not incorporate
differential corrections directly in their tracking loops. The state-of-the-art in this line of
research requires many states (at least 2 per SV tracked) in the Kalman filter to estimate
each SV’s phase. The DVPLL, derived in Chapter 3, requires only navigation and clock
offset states for short baselines.
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III. Differential Vector Phase Locked Loop Tracking
This chapter details the DVPLL that is being proposed as the foundation for the
research described in this dissertation. The DVPLL process, depicted in Figure 3.1, brings
code and carrier measurements from a stationary receiver at a surveyed location directly
into the tracking loops of a rover receiver. The stationary receiver will be referred to as
the base station for the rest of this dissertation. The base station code phase and carrier
phase measurements are used to create replica code and carrier at the rover receiver, given
a navigation state.
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Figure 3.1: Differential Vector Phase Locked Loop Flow Chart
This chapter is organized in the following manner. First the base station measurement
requirements are detailed. This is followed by a section describing the rover pre-processing
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to get the tracking loop started. The method of translating the base station measurements to
create the replica signals is then detailed, followed by a derivation of the Kalman filter used
to estimate the navigation state of the rover. Finally, results from static data taken at the
Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) and the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
Sensors Directorate are provided.
The processing introduced in this chapter assumes a base station receiver connected to
a surveyed antenna and a rover receiver front end connected to a receiver aboard a mobile
platform. The data from each system are recorded in such a way that there is continuous
recording from the base station any time the rover is recording.
3.1 Base Station Measurements
The base station measurements required by the DVPLL are simply code and carrier
measurements (tagged with receiver time) and the raw navigation data bits (tagged with the
satellite clock time). For this research two types of data were used as input. The first type
was TRIGR data processed using a software GPS receiver developed by Dr. John Raquet,
Dr. Marshall Haker, and Mr. Ben Downing at AFIT, following notes for Dr. Raquet’s
Advanced GPS Receiver Design class. The second type was RINEX data converted from
NovaTel binary files. The carrier phase measurements in the RINEX files has an opposite
sign to those in the SW receiver which had to be accounted for.
3.2 Rover pre-Processing
This chapter explains the method for maintaining differential vector phase lock in
the current integration period assuming differential vector phase lock in the previous
integration period. To that end, the rover receiver position is initialized with the surveyed
coordinates and allowed to wander from there. To initialize the clock offset states the
TRIGR rover data are pre-processed using the same GPS software receiver mentioned in
the previous section in order to get the correct alignment between the two data sets. Only a
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short time segment is needed from an SV common to the base station. Knowing the location
of the rover antenna makes it possible to find the relative clock offset as the difference of
the two receiver’s indicated times for a common code phase. The relative clock drift can
be found as the difference of the Doppler frequency estimates (corrected for range-rate
differences) divided by the nominal satellite frequency. In general the rover receiver’s
antenna is not surveyed at the start of a test. An acquisition process for the general case is
more fully explored in the next chapter.
3.3 Translating Base Station Replica Signals to Create Rover Replica Signals
In order to use the code and carrier measurements recorded at a base station in the
tracking loops of a rover, the measurements must be corrected for the base station’s clock
offset, drift, and range difference from the rover. This section derives the method for
accomplishing this task.
3.3.1 Receiver Indicated Time.
The base station and rover receiver indicated elapsed times are given by
tB =
kB
fs
(3.1)
tR =
kR
fs
(3.2)
where
tB = base station indicated elapsed time since sample 0 (s)
tR = rover indicated elapsed time since sample 0 (s)
kB = base station sample number (samples)
kR = rover sample number (samples)
fs = nominal sampling frequency (Hz)
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The relationship between the times indicated by the base station, rover, and system
time is given by the equations
tB =
∫ t
t0B
1 + εB(ξ)dξ (3.3)
=
∫ t1
t0B
1 + εB(ξ)dξ︸              ︷︷              ︸
tB1
+
∫ t
t1
1 + εB(ξ)dξ (3.4)
where
t0B = system time of base station sample 0 (s)
t1 = system time at beginning of period of interest (e.g. integration period) (s)
t = system time (s)
εB = time varying base station offset from nominal frequency (unitless)
tB1 = base station indicated time at beginning of integration period (s).
For a certain time interval εB is approximately constant, so
tB ≈ tB1 +
∫ t
t1
1 + εBdξ (3.5)
≈ tB1 + (t − t1)(1 + εB) (3.6)
Solving for t yields
t ≈
tB − tB1
1 + εB
+ t1 (3.7)
Similarly the rover indicated time is derived as
tR ≈ tR1 + (t − t1)(1 + εR) (3.8)
and
t ≈
tR − tR1
1 + εR
+ t1 (3.9)
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3.3.2 Creating the Replica Phase.
The measured phase for satellite i at the base station is given by
φiB(tB) = φ
i
T (t − ∆t
i
B) − φmB(tB) − fbtB (3.10)
where
φmB = phase of base station mixer (cycles)
fb = nominal baseband frequency (Hz)
Since the mixer and sampler are in phase lock the mixer phase can be expanded as
φmB(t) = φ0mB +
∫ t
t0B
fmB(ξ)dξ (3.11)
= φ0mB +
∫ t
t0B
fm(1 + εB(ξ))dξ (3.12)
= φ0mB + fm
∫ t
t0B
1 + εB(ξ)dξ (3.13)
= φ0mb + fmtB (3.14)
where
φ0mB = mixer phase at sample zero (cycles)
fm = nominal mixing frequency (Hz)
Substituting (3.14) into (3.10) and using the fact that fm + fb = fsat where fsat is the nominal
satellite frequency, yields
φiB(tB) = φ
i
T (t − ∆t
i
B) − fsattB − φ0mB (3.15)
Further substituting (3.7) into (3.15) gives
φiB(tB) = φ
i
T (
tB − tB1
1 + εB
+ t1 − ∆tiB) − fsattB − φ0mB (3.16)
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Similarly, the phase of the rover, without subtracting the baseband phase, yields the rover
replica phase given by
φiR(tR) = φ
i
T (
tR − tR1
1 + εR
+ t1 − ∆tiR) − fmtR − φ0mR (3.17)
The tB, denoted t′B, is found such that the operands of φ
i
T in (3.16) and (3.17) are equal or
t′B − tB1
1 + εB
+ t1 − ∆tiB =
tR − tR1
1 + εR
t1 + t1 − ∆tiR (3.18)
Solving for t′B yields
t′B = tB1 +
1 + εB
1 + εR
(tR − tR1) + (∆tiB − ∆t
i
R)(1 + εB) (3.19)
Using the definition of ∆ti in (2.2) gives
∆tiB − ∆t
i
R =
riB − r
i
R
c
+ τipropB − τ
i
propR (3.20)
and
t′B = tB1 +
1 + εB
1 + εR
(tR − tR1) + (
riB − r
i
R
c
+ τipropB − τ
i
propR)(1 + εB) (3.21)
= tB1 + (1 + ε2)(tR − tR1) + (
riB − r
i
R
c
+ τipropB − τ
i
propR)(1 + εB) (3.22)
Substituting t′B from (3.19) for tB in (3.16) yields
φiB(t
′
B) = φ
i
T (
tR − tR1
1 + εR
+ t1 − ∆tiR) − fsatt
′
B − φ0mB (3.23)
or
φiT (
tR − tR1
1 + εR
+ t1 − ∆tiR) = φ
i
B(t
′
B) + fsatt
′
B + φ0mB (3.24)
and using (3.17) yields
φiR(tR) = φ
i
B(t
′
B) + fsatt
′
B − fmtR − φ0mR + φ0mB (3.25)
The phase measurements estimated from the base station data can be translated to the
rover using (3.22) and (3.25). εB can be ignored in (3.22) for small baselines or accurate
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receiver clocks. If not, it can be estimated as well. The difference of the atmospheric errors
in (3.22) are approximately zero for small baselines and similar altitudes. However, the
differential tropospheric errors need to be compensated if the altitudes are different. Also,
keep in mind that τprop = τcarr in this case.
Equations (3.22) and (3.25) capture the essence of this approach by enabling
calculation of the phase of the rover using only the base station receiver measurements
combined with knowledge of the relative position, time and frequency offsets. Equation
(3.22) finds the base station time when the corresponding ith satellite signal is sampled by
the base station. Equation (3.25) takes the base station’s phase measurement at this time,
mixes it back up to estimate the signal at the antenna, and then mixes it back down using
the rover’s mixer. The first term on the right side of (3.25) contains all the errors common
to both receivers while the final two terms are the difference in phases between the two
mixers at the start of sampling. This difference is the same constant for all satellites and
becomes an error in the time offset estimate.
3.3.3 Code and Data Bits.
The replica code of the rover is generated from the translated replica code of the base
station. The translation is performed similarly to the translation of the phase. The code
time of the base station is given by
tciB(tB) = tc
i(t − ∆tiB) (3.26)
= tci(
tB − tB1
1 + εB
+ t1 − ∆tiB) (3.27)
where
tciB = base station code time (s) at time t
tci = code time of satellite i at time of transmission (s)
Similarly,
tciR(tR) = tc
i(
tR − tR1
1 + εR
+ t1 − ∆tiR) (3.28)
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Using the t′B in (3.19) gives
tciR(tR) = tc
i
B(t
′
B). (3.29)
Keep in mind that τprop = τcode in this case. The data bits from the base station
corresponding to the same code time are used to create the rover’s data bits.
3.4 Kalman Filter to Update Rover Position, Velocity, and Time Offset Estimates
The data collected are from two static receivers so a simplified Kalman filter is
developed using a stationary model to prove out the concept. For an excellent text on
the derivation of the Kalman filter, consult Maybeck’s definitive work [48]. The following
derivation uses an extended Kalman filter going through the normal propagate and update
cycles as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Extended Kalman Filter
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The discretized propagate and update equations are given by
Propagate [48]:
x−k+1 = Φkx
+
k + Buk (3.30)
P−k+1 = ΦkP
+
kΦ
T
k + Qk (3.31)
Update [48]:
Kk+1 = P−k+1H
T
k+1(Hk+1P
−
k+1H
T
k+1 + Rk+1)
−1 (3.32)
δx+k+1 = Kk+1δzk+1 (3.33)
x+k+1 = x
−
k+1 + δx
+
k+1 (3.34)
P+k+1 = (I −Kk+1Hk+1)P
−
k+1 (3.35)
where
x = state vector
Φ = state transition matrix
Bu = input vector
P = state covariance matrix
Q = system noise matrix
K = Kalman gain matrix
H = measurement matrix
R = measurement noise covariance matrix
z = measurement vector
Each of these matrices will be developed in the paragraphs below.
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Propagate. Derivation of the propagation equations starts with the continuous time
state model given by [48]
ẋ = Fx + Bu + Gw (3.36)
where
F = state transition matrix
B = input matrix
u = input vector
G = noise transformation matrix
w = system noise vector
The state vector consists of the parameters to be estimated, namely
x =

x
y
z
tB1
ε2

(3.37)
where
x = rover ECEF x position (m)
y = rover ECEF y position (m)
z = rover ECEF z position (m)
tB1 = as defined in (3.4) (s)
ε2 = as defined in (3.22) (unitless)
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Since the rover is modeled as a stationary receiver, the first derivative of position is
zero, so
ẋ = wx (3.38)
ẏ = wy (3.39)
ż = wz (3.40)
where
wx = Gaussian white noise with strength qx
wy = Gaussian white noise with strength qy
wz = Gaussian white noise with strength qz
The noise is added to the model to mimic Brownian motion or a slowly wandering
position. In the stationary case, it would normally be a very small value.
The Kalman filter models the rover receiver so all derivatives are taken with respect to
tR1. The derivative of tB1 with respect to tR1 is found by starting with (3.4)
dtB1
dt1
=
d
dt1
(∫ t1
t0B
1 + εB(ξ)dξ
)
(3.41)
= 1 + εB(ξ)|ξ=t1 (3.42)
= 1 + εB(t1) (3.43)
Similarly
dtR1
dt1
= 1 + εR(t1) (3.44)
and
dtB1
dtR1
=
1 + εB(t1)
1 + εR(t1)
= 1 + ε2(t1) (3.45)
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finally
ṫB1 = 1 + ε2 + wt (3.46)
where
wt = Gaussian white noise with strength qt
The last variable in the state matrix is modeled as Brownian motion
ε̇2 = wε (3.47)
where
wε = Gaussian white noise with strength qε
Pulling all the equations together yields the continuous time state space model
matrices
F =

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

(3.48)
B = G = I (3.49)
u =
[
0 0 0 1 0
]T
(3.50)
w =
[
wx wy wz wt wε
]T
(3.51)
The state transition matrix, Φk, is defined as [48]
Φk = Φ(tk+1, tk) (3.52)
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For a linear time-invariant system this is simply [48]
Φk = eF∆T = I + F∆T +
F2∆T 2
2
+ . . . (3.53)
where
∆T = tk+1 − tk
In this case F2 = 0 so
Φk = I + F∆T (3.54)
The matrix Buk is found by [48]
Buk =
∫ tk+1
tk
Φ(tk+1 − τ)Bu(τ)dτ (3.55)
and since B is the identity matrix, and u is a constant input vector then
Buk =
∫ tk+1
tk
Φ(tk+1 − τ)dτu (3.56)
=
∫ tk+1
tk
I + F(tk+1 − τ)dτu (3.57)
=
(
I∆T + F
∫ tk+1
tk
(tk+1 − τ)dτ
)
u (3.58)
=
I∆T + F (tk+1τ − τ22 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣tk+1
tk
 u (3.59)
=
(
I∆T + F
∆T 2
2
)
u (3.60)
Substituting in the definitions of each matrix yields
Buk =

0
0
0
∆T
0

(3.61)
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To find Qk in (3.31) we follow Van Loan [47]
A =
−F GQG
T
0 F
 ∆T (3.62)
B = eA =
B11 B12B21 B22
 (3.63)
Qk = BT22B12 (3.64)
Substituting the known values of the matrices, using the fact that
Q =

qx 0 0 0 0
0 qy 0 0 0
0 0 qz 0 0
0 0 0 qt 0
0 0 0 0 qε

(3.65)
and reducing yields
A2 =
0 −FQ + QF
T
0 0
 ∆T 2 (3.66)
A3 =
0 FQF
T
0 0
 ∆T 3 (3.67)
An = 0, for n ≥ 4 (3.68)
So
B = I + A +
A2
2
+
A3
6
(3.69)
=
I 00 I
 +
−F Q0 FT
 ∆T +
0 −FQ + QF
T
0 0
 ∆T 22
+
0 FQF
T
0 0
 ∆T 36 (3.70)
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and
Qk = (I + F∆T )(Q∆T − FQ
∆T 2
2
+ QFT
∆T 2
2
+ FQFT
∆T 3
6
(3.71)
= Q∆T + FQ
∆T 2
2
+ QFT
∆T 2
2
+ FQFT
2∆T 3
3
(3.72)
hence,
Qk =

qx∆T 0 0 0 0
0 qy∆T 0 0 0
0 0 qz∆T 0 0
0 0 0 qt∆T + qε 2∆T
3
3 qε
∆T 2
2
0 0 0 qε ∆T
2
2 qε∆T

(3.73)
Update. The measurement equation is given by [48]
z = h(x) + v (3.74)
where
v = measurement noise E[vT v] = R
However, the measurements going into the Kalman filter are the differences between
the replica signal and the incoming signal. Therefore the measurement equation can be
linearized around the propagated state vector as [48]
δz =
∂h
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=x−
δx + v (3.75)
The derivation of the Kalman filter assumes the measurement noise is zero-mean white
Gaussian. However, the nonlinear discriminator maps the zero-mean white Gaussian I and
Q measurements into phase measurements where these assumptions are not necessarily
met. This, along with the nonlinear nature of the measurement equations, makes the EKF
suboptimal.
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The matrix ∂h
∂x consists of N rows, where N is the number of satellites tracked, with
each row as
H(i, . . . ) =
∂h
∂x
(i, . . . ) =
[
∂φi
∂x
∂φi
∂y
∂φi
∂z
∂φi
∂tB1
∂φi
∂ε2
]
(3.76)
The partial derivatives are derived from (3.22) and (3.25) as follows. From (3.25)
∂φiR(tR)
∂x
=
∂φiB(t
′
B)
∂x
+
∂ fsatt′B
∂x
(3.77)
=
∂φiB(t
′
B)
∂t′B
∂t′B
∂x
+ fsat
∂t′B
∂x
(3.78)
= (
∂φiB(t
′
B)
∂t′B
+ fsat)
∂t′B
∂x
(3.79)
= (DoppleriB + fsat)
∂t′B
∂x
(3.80)
Using (3.22)
∂t′B
∂x
= −
1
c
∂RiR
∂x
(3.81)
and
Ri 2R = (x − xi)
2 + (y − yi)2 + (z − zi)2 (3.82)
so
2RiR
∂RiR
∂x
= 2(x − xi) (3.83)
∂RiR
∂x
=
(x − xi)
RiR
(3.84)
= ex (3.85)
where
ex = x component of pointing vector from SV to rover (3.86)
Substituting yields
∂φiR(tR)
∂x
= −
DoppleriB + fsat
c
ex (3.87)
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similarly
∂φiR(tR)
∂y
= −
DoppleriB + fsat
c
ey (3.88)
∂φiR(tR)
∂z
= −
DoppleriB + fsat
c
ez (3.89)
From (3.25) the next derivative is
∂φiR(tR)
∂tB1
= (DoppleriB + fsat)
∂t′B
∂tB1
(3.90)
from (3.22)
∂t′B
∂tB1
= 1 (3.91)
so
∂φiR(tR)
∂tB1
= (DoppleriB + fsat) (3.92)
From (3.25) the last derivative is
∂φiR(tR)
∂ε2
= (DoppleriB + fsat)
∂t′B
∂ε2
(3.93)
from (3.22)
∂t′B
∂ε2
= (tR − tR1) (3.94)
so
∂φiR(tR)
∂ε2
= (DoppleriB + fsat)(tR − tR1) (3.95)
Since the measurement is taken at the end of the cycle tR = tR1 + ∆T so
∂φiR(tR)
∂ε2
= (DoppleriB + fsat)∆T (3.96)
The maximum Doppler frequency for a stationary receiver is 7000 Hz. If the DoppleriB
term is ignored in DoppleriB + fsat the error in estimating the state variable offsets would be
less than
error <
7000
fsat
=
7000
1575x106
< 5 ppm (3.97)
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Ignoring this term gives an ith row of H as
H(i, . . . ) = fsat
[
−
ex
c −
ey
c −
ez
c 1 ∆T
]
(3.98)
The phase discriminator is a four-quadrant arctangent since the navigation data bits
are used. This discriminator limits the measurements to a half cycle on either side of zero.
As in the scalar case with navigation data bits known, the total phase error from all sources
(dynamics, noise, atmosphere mismodeling, etc) must be kept less than this for all SVs in
order to maintain vector phase lock [35]. This is easily done with proper design. Since
the raw discriminator outputs are used in the navigation filter, there are no integers to solve
for and monitor. A ‘cycle slip’ has no meaning in the algorithm. However, due to the
interpolations in translating the base station measurements to the rover, the base station
measurements must not have any cycle slips across the integration period. This is not a
challenge for modern survey-grade receivers.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Test 1.
For the data shown in this section, two transform-domain instrumentation GPS
receiver (TRIGR) [25] front ends were used. One, considered the base station, was
connected to a surveyed antenna at AFIT and the other, the rover, was connected to a
surveyed antenna at AFRL. The data were recorded at 56.32 MHz using 8-bit analog-to-
digital converters. The mixer was at 1505.42 MHz bringing the signal down to 70 MHz and
subsampling brought the signal down a further 56.32 MHz for a final baseband frequency,
fb, of 13.68 MHz. The effective mixing frequency is then 1561.74 MHz and this is the
value used for fm.
The relative antenna locations are shown on the map in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows
a close-up image of the AFIT antenna and Figure 3.5 shows a close-up image of the AFRL
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Antenna. The two antennas are 570 m apart mostly in a North-South direction and the
AFRL antenna is approximately 12 m higher than the AFIT antenna.
Figure 3.3: Antenna Locations, North Marker is AFIT, South is AFRL, Map Data: Google,
DigitalGlobe, State of Ohio, U.S. Geological Survey, USDA Farm Agency
Approximately 3 minutes of data were simultaneously collected from both locations
at 0830 EST 14 Nov 11. The GPS L1 data were stripped out of the files and processed
using a scalar software receiver. Figure 3.6 shows the locations of the satellites at that time.
Figure 3.7 shows the satellite C/N0 values for each receiver. The satellites tracked by
the base station were PRNs 1, 7, 8, 11, 17, 19, 26, and 28 and those tracked by the rover
were 1, 7, 8, 11, 17, 19, and 28. The common set between the two was 1, 7, 8, 11, 17, 19,
and 28, so these were chosen for further processing by the method outlined in the previous
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Figure 3.4: AFIT Antenna Looking North-East
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Figure 3.5: AFRL Antenna Looking East
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26 28
magenta − both
red − neither
blue − base only
black − problems
Figure 3.6: Sky Plot of Satellite Locations
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sections. Note how the CN0 values for the rover in Figure 3.7 are almost all the same
except for PRN 19. This behavior is unusual and the reason for it is currently unknown.
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Figure 3.7: Plot of CN0 Values for Each Receiver
The values for the Q matrix are chosen such that
qx = qy = qz = 0.052 m2/s (3.99)
qt = 8 × 10−20 f 2sat cycles
2/s (3.100)
qε = 2π2(4 × 10−23) f 2satcycles/s
2/s (3.101)
The last two values are derived from Brown and Hwang [4] and are converted to
cycles to avoid numerical problems during the update cycle. The R matrix was set so
R(i, i) = 0.012 cycles2.
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The filter would not converge and after further investigation the filter was found
to converge if PRN 19 was removed. Figure 3.8 shows the phase discriminators when
processing was completed without using PRN 19 in the solution. Notice how the PRN
19 phase discriminator behaves differently from the other satellites. The reason for this
difference is unknown and the antennas had clear lines of sight to the satellite. PRN 19
was lower in the sky and its C/N0 performance seemed different than the other satellites
especially at the rover. It is suspected that multipath may be the culprit.
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Figure 3.8: Phase Discriminators - PRN 19 not used in solution
Figure 3.9 shows the filter state estimates. The position states were differenced from
the surveyed location to show the error. The filter converged to a position about 9 cm away
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from the rover’s surveyed location. The quality of the survey coordinates on each end of
the baseline are suspect and may be the cause of the difference.
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Figure 3.9: Position Errors and Epsilon
To summarize, the filter did converge to a position and the phase discriminators were
very stable at this position. However, this position was offset slightly from the surveyed
location of the antenna. The results demonstrate that this method is feasible, so further
experiments were executed.
3.5.2 Test 2.
This test took advantage of a data collect for a different project. A specialized TRIGR
front end was developed for controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) research at AFIT.
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The front end has four separate L1 channels triggered off the same clock. Three of the
channels were connected to three antennas on an Antcom 7-element antenna. The three
antennas formed an equilateral triangle with the elements spaced 19.51 cm apart. The
antenna was mounted to a ground plane placed on the roof of AFIT’s ANT center and
oriented such that it was level. One side of the triangle pointed North and one vertex pointed
South. The fourth channel was connected to an Ashtech antenna located approximately 7
meters from the CRPA. The center element of the CRPA was connected to a Septentrio
receiver for a simultaneous collection. Figure 3.10 shows a picture of the antennas on the
roof of the ANT center.
Figure 3.10: Looking North Toward CRPA and AFIT Ashtech Antenna
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Approximately 15 minutes of data were collected on 14 Jun 13 during two separate
sessions. The first session began at approximately 1:25 PM EDT and the other at
approximately 4:54 PM EDT. The data were processed using a scalar software receiver
to obtain code and phase measurements. Using the Ashtech antenna as a base station, the
phase measurements were processed using ambiguity-resolved single-difference techniques
[49]. The bias between the channels due to different path lengths was estimated as well.
The data were also processed using the DVPLL and the results were compared. Figures
3.11 and 3.12 show the horizontal and vertical position errors obtained from both methods
of processing. The single-difference estimates demonstrate similarity with the DVPLL
estimates as easily observed in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The results are similar for the other
antennas.
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Figure 3.11: DVPLL and Single-Difference Horizontal Position Errors for Northeast CRPA
Antenna from 4:54 PM Data Collect
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Figure 3.12: DVPLL and Single-Difference Vertical Position Errors for Northeast CRPA
Antenna from 4:54 PM Data Collect
Figure 3.13 shows the ambiguity-resolved single-difference phase corrected for the
surveyed baseline. The figure clearly demonstrates phase variations on the order of 0.15
cycles. As seen in Figure 3.14, even high satellites (PRNs 7 and 8) had large phase
variations. Multipath is normally higher on the horizon than in the zenith, so these high
values of phase variation may be due to either actual antenna phase offsets or mutual
coupling [35, 37].
3.5.3 Test 3.
A final test was designed to demonstrate the accuracy of the DVPLL. This test was
configured as shown in Figure 3.15. Two chokering antennas were placed on the roof of the
ANT center and the output of each was split and input into a Novatel survey-grade receiver
and into one channel of the TRIGR front end used in Test 2. Figure 3.16 shows the antenna
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Figure 3.13: Ambiguity-Resolved Single-Difference Phase Corrected for Surveyed
Baseline Offset for Northeast CRPA Antenna from 4:54 PM Data Collect
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Figure 3.14: Sky Plot for 4:54 PM Data Collect
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placement on the roof of the ANT center. Data were recorded from the NovaTel receivers
for 24 hours, on 12-13 Dec 13, and sent to NGA’s Online Positioning User Service (OPUS)
to obtain survey coordinates. Table 3.1 shows the survey coordinates obtained from OPUS.
Splitter 
Choke rings 
Splitter 
TRIGR 
Front End 
Novatel Rx Novatel Rx 
Figure 3.15: Configuration for Test 3
Figure 3.16: Chokering Antennas on ANT Center Roof Looking North, Blue Antenna in
Background, Yellow Antenna in Foreground
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Table 3.1: Antenna Reference Point IGS-08 Survey Coordinates for ANT Center Rooftop
Antennas from OPUS 12-13 Dec 13
Antenna x (m) y (m) z (m)
Blue 506063.533 -4882262.798 4059609.662
Yellow 506056.683 -4882274.265 4059596.818
The 24-h NovaTel carrier-phase observations were reprocessed using the survey
coordinates to obtain single-difference phase residuals. The rms of the phase residuals
vs SV elevation angle is plotted in Figure 3.17 along with a parametrically derived function
to approximate the L1 curve. The parametrically derived function is used in subsequent
processing to create the measurement covariance matrix, R.
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Figure 3.17: ANT Center Rooftop Antennas Single-Difference Phase Error rms vs
Elevation, 24-h period, 12-13 Dec 13
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Both the TRIGR front end and NovaTel receivers were used to collect 15 minutes of
4 Hz data on 13 Dec 13. The NovaTel receivers were not configured up to record the raw
navigation data bits so the TRIGR data were processed using a conventional SW receiver
to obtain the bits. The TRIGR data were then processed using the DVPLL.
Two methods were used to process the data in the DVPLL, the zero-baseline method
and the short-baseline method. Zero-baseline results were obtained by using each Novatel
as a base station and the TRIGR channel corresponding to the same antenna as the rover. In
this mode, the signal is identical from SV to splitter, so all differential errors (except those
due to receiver noise and receiver clocks) would be exactly zero. Short-baseline (18.5 m)
results were obtained by using each Novatel as a base station and the TRIGR corresponding
to the other antenna as the rover. Figure 3.18 shows a sky plot of the constellation at the
time of the test. Eight to nine satellites were above the 10 degree mask angle set for the
test.
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Figure 3.18: Sky Plot for 13 Dec 13, 15-min Data Collect
Figure 3.19 shows a sample plot of the DVPLL 3D error versus time for each mode.
The overall 3D error is 1.3 mm for the zero-baseline test and 5.3 mm for the short-baseline
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test, which are comparable to an ambiguity-resolved differential carrier-phase solution [35].
This shows that the DVPLL clearly maintained vector phase lock on the correct solution.
Figure 3.20 plots a sample of the relative clock frequency offset terms, ε2, versus time for
each mode. Figure 3.20 plots both processing modes using the TRIGR channel attached to
the blue antenna as the rover. Thus the rover clock drift will be the same in each case
and any difference in ε2, between processing modes, is solely due to the difference in
clocks in the two NovAtel receivers used as base stations. Note that ε2 is approximately
the same between processing modes. This is due to the NovAtel receiver’s correction of
measurement data for clock variations. The −1.8× 10−7 s/s drift is comparable to the value
expected of the OCXO used in the TRIGR front end [25].
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Figure 3.19: DVPLL 3D Position Errors, 13 Dec 13
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Figure 3.20: TRIGR-NovaTel Relative Clock Frequency Offsets, 13 Dec 13
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the DVPLL tracking method is derived and test results are presented.
The DVPLL’s accuracy was around 5 mm for a short-baseline static test. These results
show the DVPLL tracking algorithm is operating correctly and gives an ambiguity-resolved
quality solution directly in the tracking loop.
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IV. Differential Vector Phase Locked Loop Acquisition
The previous chapter details the DVPLL tracking algorithm for maintaining vector
phase lock in the current integration period assuming vector phase lock in the previous
integration period. This chapter deals with the acquisition algorithm used to obtain initial
vector phase lock. In contrast to other methods, the DVPLL does not solve for, or maintain,
ambiguities (integer or float). Similar to Cellmer’s MAFA method, the integerness of
the ambiguities is naturally maintained within the algorithm itself [9]. Acquisition deals
with estimating an initial state vector that is close enough to truth that the algorithm
will converge on the correct state vector when tracking begins. This chapter begins with
a review of past acquisition algorithm research, continues with the development of the
DVPLL acquisition algorithm, and ends with results.
4.1 Past Research
This section contains a review of past research associated with carrier-phase quality
acquisition algorithms. The algorithms referenced in this section all start by narrowing the
search space in some way. Most do this by utilizing a carrier-smoothed code approach to
obtain a position estimate to within approximately 2 m of the true position [35]. Within
this search space there are usually many possible solutions, and each algorithm has its own
method of discarding the incorrect solutions until the optimal solution is the only one that
remains. The section begins with a cursory review of integer ambiguity resolution methods
and ends with a review of the ambiguity function method, which is the method most similar
to the approach being proposed in this dissertation.
4.1.1 Integer Ambiguity Resolution Methods.
Integer ambiguity resolution is by far the most popular method of obtaining a carrier-
phase quality solution. Kaplan and Hegarty ignore errors and reduce the double-difference
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carrier-phase equation down to [35]
DDcp =Hb + Nλ (4.1)
where
DDcp = (n-1)x1 column of carrier-phase double differences (m)
H = (n-1)x3 matrix of differenced unit vectors for the two SVs (unitless)
b = 3x1 column of baseline coordinates (m)
N = (n-1)x1 column of integer ambiguities (unitless)
λ = carrier wavelength (m)
n = number of signals being tracked
A high-accuracy solution to b requires resolution of the integer ambiguities, as well
as, monitoring to ensure no cycle slips occur. The baseline coordinates can then be
estimated using least squares on the overdetermined system of equations epoch-by-epoch.
Many methods have been developed to solve for the integer ambiguities such as the fast
ambiguity resolution approach of Frei and Beutler [18] and the least squares ambiguity
search technique of Hatch [30]. More recently, a commonly-used method is the ambiguity
decorrelation method of Teunissen [67].
These integer ambiguity resolution methods work in the measurement domain by first
solving for the integer ambiguities in the set of real numbers, fixing those ambiguities as
integers, and then finally solving for the baseline coordinates. Continuous monitoring is
required to ensure cycle slips do not occur. A characteristic of these methods is that the
number of possibilities to search increases geometrically with the number of SVs tracked.
Some methods limit the search space by picking a subset of the tracked satellites to solve
for the ambiguities and using the remainder as a check [30].
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Teunissen’s method efficiently finds the set of ambiguities that minimizes the integer
least-squares function. This set may not necessarily be the true set of ambiguities [67]. A
validation process is required to ensure the ambiguities are correct.
Three methods of validating the ambiguities are the F-ratio test of Counselman and
Abbot [14], the W-ratio test of Wang [70], and the fixed failure rate ratio test of Verhagen
and Teunissen [69]. These methods monitor the second best set of ambiguities and if the
variance of the ambiguity residuals for the best set becomes better than the second best set
by a set margin, the best set of ambiguities are considered the true set. If not, a float solution
is maintained and new sets of ambiguities are obtained and tested in the next integration
period. As time progresses, more measurements are obtained and geometry changes, so the
correct set becomes more obvious.
These integer ambiguity resolution methods find, fix, and validate the ambiguities.
However, the DVPLL does not maintain an integrated Doppler measurement and cannot
use these techniques. Furthermore, these techniques generally operate on double-difference
measurements to remove the relative receiver time error. The DVPLL measures and
accounts for the time error in the algorithm.
One way to use integer ambiguity resolution techniques for DVPLL acquisition would
be to operate a standard SW receiver on the data, find and fix the ambiguities, solve the
baseline coordinates, and use those baseline coordinates along with, a small search in the
time domain, to initialize the DVPLL. However, this approach does not take advantage of
the vector nature of the DVPLL.
4.1.2 Ambiguity Function Method (AFM).
This method of measuring static baselines was pioneered by Counselman and
Gourevitch in the early 1980s [15]. Results using the method were reported by Remondi
[61]. The method works in the position domain and leverages the fact that if the correct
baseline is used, the phase of the measured cross complex power will match the predicted
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phase of the cross complex power for each satellite. The match of each SV is offset by the
relative phase offset of the receiver clocks at each end of the baseline. This offset is removed
by a magnitude operator in the final step of the ambiguity function. The two clocks must
match within a quarter of a wavelength across the integration period. If double-difference
(DD) measurements are used, the magnitude operator is no longer needed and the quarter-
cycle requirement is removed. In equation form, the ambiguity function is given as
f (b̂) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
nepochs∑
i=1
n∑
k=1
e j
(
φkr−φ
k
b−
ρk (b̂)
λ
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.2)
where
f = ambiguity function
nepochs = number of time epochs
b̂ = trial baseline
φkr , φ
k
b = rover and base station phase measurements
ρk = difference between satellite to receiver distances
The function will be maximized if the trial baseline equals the true baseline. The method
grids the search region and finds the maximum within that region. The volume around the
maximum is then further gridded if a finer resolution of the baseline is needed.
Han and Rizos improved the reliability and computational efficiency of the AFM
in dual-frequency receivers by taking advantage of various linear combinations and
optimizing the step size of the search [29]. They concluded that 0.1λ is an optimal step
size to use. They recommend a search region of ±2λ for 6 SVs and ±1.2λ for 5 SVs
to reduce the number of maxima within the region. If 6 SVs are tracked, their search
algorithm consists of using the φ−3,4 linear combination in a first stage, searching in 16
cm steps in a region ±1.6m around the initial point. The linear combinations are formed
from the L1 and L2 phase measurements as φ j,k = jφL1 + kφL2. For more information on
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linear combinations, see Appendix A. Once a maximum is found, the second stage consists
of using the φ1,−1 linear combination and searching in 4 cm steps in a region ±3 standard
deviations around this maximum. The observations from both frequencies are then used
separately in the final two stages, searching in 1 cm and then 0.2 cm steps in regions ±3
standard deviations around the maximum found in the previous step.
Cellmer developed a modified ambiguity function approach (MAFA) and wrote
several papers concerning its implementation and use [5–9]. Cellmer’s method operates on
dual-frequency DD measurements and starts from an initial estimate of the rover’s position
using DD-code measurements. The DD-phase observables are calculated and a misclosures
vector is formed as [5]
∆ =round
(
φDD −
ρ
λ
)
−
(
φDD −
ρ
λ
)
(4.3)
where
∆ = misclosure vector (cycles)
φDD = DD-phase observables (cycles)
ρ = DD-geometric ranges using initial guess (m)
For short baselines, if the initial guess is correct, the difference φDD −
ρ
λ
is an integer
and ∆ is zero. Otherwise, ∆ is a measure of the projected position error along the DD of
the SV pointing vectors. Weighted least squares on the misclosures vector is used to adjust
the initial guess resulting in a solution closer to the true position. The procedure is used in
a cascaded approach which starts with the 1.6281 m wavelength φ−3,4 linear combination
in the first step, then uses the 0.8619 m widelane linear combination, φ1,−1, and ends with
the L1-only solution, φ1,0. Cellmer later added decorrelation of the ambiguities to improve
efficiency, although he never defines or shows the efficiency improvement [6].
Due to the ambiguous nature of the phase measurements, there is only a small
region around the true position where the method will converge. Cellmer develops the
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conditions for convergence and a method of graphically representing the conditions [7].
The conditions reduce down to having the absolute value of the dot product of each double-
difference pointing vector multiplied by the position error be less than half the wavelength
at each step of the cascaded approach. The MAFA method has an 81% success rate for an
hour-long session over a 2.5 km baseline and 5-SV constellation [6].
To increase the success rate of the approach, Cellmer went on to initiate a ±1
wavelength search in each SV direction [8]. Cellmer also abandoned using the φ−3,4 [8]
combination. This approach results in a 90.8% success rate for a 1.5 km baseline, 87.5% for
9.5 km and 79.1% for 29.1 km. Searching in this manner extends the convergence region
to three times the size in each direction (or 27 times the volume). He gives a numerical
example where convergence is achieved even though the a-priori position is more than 5 m
offset from the true position. However, the absolute value of the dot product of the double-
difference pointing vectors and the a-priori position error is at most 1.03 widelane cycles,
easily within the 1.5 cycle convergence region.
It is reasonable for MAFA to be effective for dual-frequency receivers with a
good estimate of the a-priori position. However, the method will have difficulty for
single frequency measurements (0.29 m convergence region along each double-difference
pointing vector) and/or a poor a-priori position estimate. Also, the method is developed for
double-difference measurements whereas, in the current configuration, the DVPLL uses
single-difference measurements to solve for the clock offset. MAFA could be rederived for
single-difference measurements by adding a clock term to the model. However, this would
further shrink the already small convergence region since any clock error would add to each
SV’s phase offset. A similar method to the MAFA method that is designed to operate under
the conditions required of the DVPLL is developed in the next section.
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4.2 DVPLL Acquisition Algorithm
A 4-quadrant arc-tangent is used for the phase discriminator in the DVPLL and these
values are not corrected for rollover in any way. In other words, the measurements are not
integrated Doppler. The phase offset of each SV due to error in the initial state vector can
be modeled using
φiV =
ei • (xt − x0)
λ
+ δtt − δt0 + wi (4.4)
where
φiV = phase offset of ith SV (cycles)
x0 = initial estimate of position (m)
xt = true position (m)
δt0 = initial estimate of time offset (cycles)
δtt = true time offset (cycles)
wi = error from all other sources (cycles)
However, the measurements, φi0, obtained using the initial state vector are simply the non-
integer portion of φiV . These can be modeled as
φi0 = φ
i
V − round(φ
i
V) (4.5)
To ensure convergence to the correct state vector, the initial state vector must be
close enough that the phase discriminators remain in the non-ambiguous ±0.5 cycle region
around the true state vector. In other words, the measurements are to remain in the region
where round(φiV) is zero for all i. If other errors are greatly reduced in the single-difference,
the total phase error is composed of position error, relative time error, receiver noise and
multipath. The addition of all these errors must be within ±0.5 cycles for every phase
measurement for convergence to occur. The following algorithm grids the search region in
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such a way that at least one grid point is near enough to the true state vector for convergence
to happen. This results in many candidate points which are then culled and validated.
Assume a search grid is established with a spacing in each spatial direction given by
δg cycles containing the true position within its boundary. The maximum distance between
the true position and the nearest grid point is
√
3
2 δg. This is the distance between the center
of a cube, δg on a side, and one of the corners. The value,
√
3
2 δg, is also the maximum
possible phase error due to the spatial grid, as would happen if an SV were aligned with a
grid corner and the true position were in the center.
Furthermore, assume a search is performed in the time dimension using grid points δt
cycles apart. This would cause the error due to time to be a maximum of δt2 .
Ignoring receiver noise and multipath, the total phase error is the addition of the spatial
error and the time error. Using the maximum values and combining this with the fact that
the magnitude of the total phase error must be kept less than a half cycle leads to
√
3
2
δg +
δt
2
<
1
2
δg <
√
3
3
(1 − δt) (4.6)
The number of grid points searched over a region ∆x, ∆y, ∆z m on a side is given by
Ngrid =
(
∆x
λδg
) (
∆y
λδg
) (
∆z
λδg
) (
1
δt
)
(4.7)
=
3
√
3∆x∆y∆z
λ3(1 − δt)3δt
(4.8)
The minimum of Ngrid is at δt = 14 . Any time grid that spans a full cycle will suffice.
Examples are {- 14 , 0,
1
4 ,
1
2 } or {-
3
8 , -
1
8 ,
1
8 ,
3
8 }. Solving for the value of δg yields
√
3
4 cycles.
For two frequency data (L1 and L2), used separately, a time bias is estimated for each
frequency. The spatial search grid will be set up on the L1 frequency since it has the smaller
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wavelength. If the spatial grid is set at
√
3
4 L1 cycles then the maximum distance to a corner
of a cube will be 38λ1. This is equivalent to
3
8
λ1
λ2
L2 cycles. To keep the total L2 grid search
error less than a half cycle
3
8
λ1
λ2
+
δt,L2
2
≤
1
2
(4.9)
δt,L2 ≤ 1 −
3
4
λ1
λ2
(4.10)
δt,L2 ≤ 1 −
3
4
60
77
(4.11)
δt,L2 ≤ 0.4156 (4.12)
The largest evenly spaced interval to meet this criterion would be 13 cycles for an L2 time
grid of {- 13 , 0,
1
3 }. This is the grid that must be established in the L2 time domain for each
grid point in the L1 time domain, yielding a final result of 12 time grid points for each
spatial grid point when treating the L1 and L2 measurements separately.
This form of gridding is conservative and guarantees a grid point will be within the
convergence region of the true state vector under the worst case condition if no noise is
present. Under the worst case condition that the true position is in the center of a grid cube,
and the time offset is off by exactly 18 cycle, the probability of an erroneous measurement
would be 12 for each nearby grid point. If error pushes the phase measurement outside the
±0.5 cycle range at one corner of the grid cube, however, it will pull it within the range
for the opposite grid point. Under other conditions, several grid points will be within the
convergence region of the true state vector.
If two-frequency data are available, the number of points searched can be lowered by
creating the appropriate linear combination. For example, the wavelength of the widelane
linear combination φ1,−1 is 0.86 m, reducing the number of points searched by a factor
of about 93. For dual-frequency measurements, the following algorithm starts by finding
solutions using the widelane linear combination in stage 1 and proceeding to find solutions
using the L1 and L2 measurements separately in stage 2. For single-frequency receivers,
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only the first stage of the algorithm is used. The algorithm is not limited to these two
choices. Other combinations, for dual- or tri-frequency measurements, could easily be
used, such as widelane (φ1,−1) in stage 1 to ionospheric reduced (φ4,−3) in stage 2. The steps
would need to be modified appropriately for wavelength and number of measurements. The
acquisition algorithm is as follows.
4.2.1 Stage 1: Widelane or L1-Only Solutions.
• Obtain Initial State Vector Estimate. First determine an a priori position and its
associated covariance matrix along with an estimate of the relative clock time and
frequency offset. This step is performed using standard differential-code techniques
[35].
• Get Phase Measurements. The initial state vector estimate is used in the DVPLL to
obtain L1 and, if appropriate, L2 single-difference phase measurements.
• Grid Search Space. The initial state vector and covariance matrix are used to
construct a prediction-interval position ellipse which is gridded in the spatial
(
√
3
4 cycle spacing) and time dimensions (
1
4 cycle spacing) using the appropriate
wavelength (widelane or L1). The prediction-interval position ellipsoid is obtained
using the 3x3 portion of the covariance matrix that pertains to the position states Pp
as
(xgrid−x̂p)T P−1p (xgrid − x̂p) ≤ χ
2
p|3 (4.13)
where
xgrid = xyz candidate grid point
x̂p = initial position estimate
Pp = initial position covariance matrix
χ2p|3 = value to ensure probability of keeping correct solution is p
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The value χ2p|ν is found by ∫ χ2p|ν
0
χ2|ν(x)dx = p (4.14)
where
χ2|ν(x) = chi-squared probability density function
ν = the number of degrees of freedom
• Estimate Phase Measurement at Each Grid Point. The single-difference phase
measurements are translated to each grid point using
φiGP j =φ
i
0 −
ei • ∆xGP j
λ
+ δtGP j (4.15)
where
φiGP j = phase measurement for SV i at grid point j (cycles)
φi0 = phase measurement for SV i at initial position (cycles)
ei = pointing vector from SV i to initial position (unitless)
∆xGP j = vector from initial position to grid point j (m)
λ = wavelength (m)
δtGP j = time offset for grid point j (cycles)
Note that δtGP j cycles through {- 14 , 0,
1
4 ,
1
2 } for each spatial grid point. The phase
measurements are then moved to the range −0.5 < φiGP j < 0.5 by
φiGP j =φ
i
GP j − round(φ
i
GP j) (4.16)
where
round = function that returns nearest integer
This creates phase measurements as if the tracking had been accomplished at each
grid point.
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• Estimate Position and Time Adjustment for Each Grid Point. The weighted least-
squares estimate of the position and time adjustment is obtained as
δ̂xGP j =(HT R−1H)−1HT R−1φGP j (4.17)
where
δ̂xGP j = position and time adjustment for grid point j (m)
H = design matrix
R = measurement covariance matrix
φGP j = column vector of grid point j phase measurements (cycles)
The design matrix consists of rows with ei as the first 3 columns and a 1 in final
column all divided by λ. The covariance matrix R is a matrix with the single-
difference variances of the measurements along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
• Calculate Weighted Sum of Squares of the Residuals. The least squares residuals,
res j are estimated as
res j =φGP j −Hδ̂xGP j (4.18)
The weighted sum of squares of the residuals is then calculated
Σ2res j =res
T
j R
−1res j (4.19)
• Keep Solutions with Σ2res j Less than Threshold. The sum of squares of the residuals
are then compared to the threshold value of
Σ2th =χ
2
p|n−4 (4.20)
where
Σ2th = threshold value (unitless)
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If Σ2res j is less than the threshold, then if there is a stage 2, the first three elements of
∆xS P =
∆xGP jδtGP j
 + δ̂xGP j (4.21)
are passed to stage 2; otherwise, if there is no stage 2, then all four elements are
passed to stage 3 as a candidate solution.
• Estimate Covariance Matrix for Solutions. The covariance matrix for the stage 1
solutions is given by
P = (HT R−1H)−1 (4.22)
4.2.2 Stage 2: Individual L1 and L2 Measurement Solutions Around Widelane
Solutions.
The following steps are performed for each widelane solution found in stage 1.
• Calculate Phase Measurements at Solution Point. The phase measurements
estimated at the initial point are translated to the solution point
φiS P =φ
i
0 −
ei • ∆xS P
λ
(4.23)
where
φiS P = phase measurements for SV i at the solution point (cycles)
∆xS P = vector from initial point to solution point (m)
• Grid Search Space. The covariance matrix, estimated at the end of stage 1, is used
to construct a search region which is gridded as before except using the shorter L1
wavelength.
• Estimate Phase Measurements at Each Grid Point. The single difference phase
measurements are translated to each grid point using
φiGP j =φ
i
S P −
ei • ∆xGP j
λ
+ δtGP j (4.24)
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where
φiGP j = phase measurement for SV i at grid point j (cycles)
∆xGP j = vector from solution point to grid point j (m)
λ = L1 or L2 wavelength (m)
δtGP j = time offset for grid point j (cycles)
Note that δtGP j cycles through {- 14 , 0,
1
4 ,
1
2 } for L1 and {-
1
3 , 0,
1
3 } for L2 yielding a total
of 12 time grid points for each spatial grid point. The phase measurements are then
adjusted to the range −0.5 < φiGP j < 0.5 as in (4.16).
• Estimate Position and Time Adjustment for Each Grid Point. The position and time
adjustment is estimated as in stage 1 except the design matrix has 2n rows and 5
columns. The first n rows are constructed with e
i
λL1
as the first 3 columns, a 1
λL1
in the
4th column, and a zero in the final column. The last n rows are constructed with e
i
λL2
as the first 3 columns, a zero in the 4th column, and a 1
λL2
in the final column. This
design matrix estimates separate time bias terms for each frequency. The covariance
matrix R is also augmented to include the L2 variances.
• Calculate sum of squares of Residuals. The weighted sum of squares of the residuals
is estimated as in (4.18).
• Keep Solutions with Sum of Squares Less than Threshold. This step is the same as in
stage 1 except the threshold value is calculated as Σth = χ2p|2n−5. If the sum of squares
of the residuals Σ2res j is less than the threshold then the solution
∆xsol =
∆xS PδtGP j
 + δ̂xGP j (4.25)
is saved in the collection of stage 2 solutions and passed to stage 3 as a possible
solution.
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• Estimate Covariance Matrix for Solutions. The covariance matrix for the stage 2
solutions is estimated as in (4.22).
4.2.3 Stage 3: Validation: Propagate Solutions in DVPLL and Eliminate
Candidates Until One Left.
Due to the density of the search, many of the time grid points will converge to the same
solution. The candidate solutions are searched. Any that are within a tenth of a wavelength
of each other are replaced by the solution with the lowest sum of squares of the residuals.
Each unique candidate solution is propagated epoch-by-epoch in the DVPLL and
allowed to stabilize. Following the stabilization period the weighted sum of squares of
the phase residuals of the solutions is checked against a 97% threshold each second. If
the value is below the threshold a success is registered for that solution. Every minute the
number of successes is checked against a binomial distribution at the 99.99% level (for a
97% success rate and 60 trials this would be 52 successes). Solutions that meet the binomial
threshold are kept and all others are eliminated. The last solution left is deemed the correct
solution.
In summary candidates are found in the first epoch and, if necessary, incorrect
candidates are eliminated until the final solution remains. Tracking of all remaining
candidates is maintained throughout stage 3 so there is no need to go back and track past
samples again. The final candidate’s full accuracy solution is already recorded. When
propagating and updating the candidates in the Kalman filter, the covariance matrix and
hence the Kalman gain are the same for each candidate. The phase measurements only
need to be obtained for one candidate and translated to the positions of the other candidates.
For this algorithm, the remaining candidate with the lowest Σ2res j is chosen as the candidate
to use to obtain the phase measurements.
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4.2.3.1 Failure Rate.
A successful DVPLL acquisition depends on the correct state vector being among the
initial candidates and keeping this state vector until all erroneous candidates are eliminated.
If all candidates are eliminated, the process restarts with a fresh set of candidates. If the
single candidate left following the last binary check is an erroneous one, however, the
acquisition is a failure. The situation is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Success 
All Erroneous Candidates Eliminated? Correct Solution Kept Until Last One? 
Correct Solution in Initial Candidates? 
Fail Restart 
Y 
Y Y 
N 
N 
N 
Gx PP pˆ Gx PP pˆ1
nbin
binP
nbin
binP1
EEP EEP1
Figure 4.1: Probability Tree for DVPLL Acquisition
The probability of eliminating all erroneous candidates, PEE, is very difficult to
calculate and depends heavily on a number of factors. These factors include the initial
number of erroneous candidates, the geometry of the SVs compared to the error vector,
how quickly the geometry changes, etc. However, it is apparent from Figure 4.1 that the
probability of a successful acquisition is bounded by
PS ≥Px̂p PGP
nbin
bin (4.26)
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where
Px̂p = probability initial solution within ellipsoid given by (4.13)
PG = probability a grid point is within convergence region of true point
Pbin = probability correct candidate passes single binary check
nbin = number of binary checks until erroneous candidates eliminated
The probabilities Px̂p and Pbin are set by the user and the search region is gridded in
such a way that the probability of convergence is very close to one if the phase errors
are reasonable. The tradeoffs associated with how often to perform the binary checks
and where to set threshold values has not been performed. For example, performing the
binary checks more often will allow earlier detection of the last erroneous candidate but
will increase nbin and, consequently, decrease the probability of success.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 24-h Test Using CORS Data.
A full GPS day’s worth of data were downloaded from two CORS sites, PRDU
and INWL, for 3 Sep 13. The baseline distance between the two sites is 3.6 km. The
single-difference phase errors were calculated using the surveyed locations of each site
and are plotted in Figure 4.2 versus elevation. No correction was made for antenna phase
variations or phase center offsets. The phase errors were then binned into 1 degree elevation
increments and rms values estimated. The rms values for L1 and L2 are shown in Figure
4.3 versus elevation along with an empirically derived formula for each. These formulas
were used to create the R matrices. There were a number of measurements with half-cycle
errors below 12 degrees so the elevation mask was set at this level.
When using CORS data for both the base station and rover, in-phase and quadrature
single-difference measurements were replicated as if raw sampled data were used in the
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Figure 4.2: Single-Difference Phase Errors vs Elevation, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Figure 4.3: Single-Difference Phase Error rms vs Elevation, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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DVPLL correlators. As shown in Figure 4.4, this was done by first subtracting the translated
base station phase measurements from the rover phase measurements. The cosines of the
differences were then used as the in-phase measurements and the sines of the differences
were used as the quadrature measurements. Code measurements were not used.
CORS 
Rover 
Cos/Sin 
Difference 
Channel 1 
Channel 2 
Channel N 
Replica 
Carrier 
I, Q 
Discriminators 
Nav Filter 
CORS Base 
Station 
IMU 
Solution …
 
Dj 
Predicted motion, 
Clock errors 
SV motion/Base 
Station Position 
…
 
Translate Base 
to Rover 
Base Carrier, 
Code & Nav Bits 
…
 
Figure 4.4: Differential Vector Phase Locked Loop Flow Chart Using CORS Data
The efficacy of the acquisition algorithm was then tested. Starting at the beginning of
the file, an initial position error was simulated by adding a ±1.5 m uniformly distributed
random offset to each axis of the rover’s survey location. Instead of using a search region
based on a prediction-interval ellipsoid, a ±2 m search region in each axis was set to ensure
the true solution was contained in the search region. The rest of the algorithm was then
executed until a single solution remained. If the solution was within 8 cm of the surveyed
position the trial was considered a success. If not, the trial was a failure. The algorithm was
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reinitialized and the time point following the end of the previous trial was used to restart
the algorithm. This continued until the end of the file was reached. The success rate was
estimated as the number of successes divided by the total number of trials.
The algorithm was executed twice, once using both the L1 and L2 frequencies and a
second time for L1-only processing.
4.3.1.1 L1/L2 Case.
For this case, the threshold value χ20.97|n−4 was used in stage 1 and χ
2
0.97|2n−5 was used
in stage 2. During stage 3, the threshold was set at χ20.97|2n−6 and the binomial threshold for
60 trials was set at 52.
Figure 4.5 shows the 3D error of the final solution versus time. If all solutions were
eliminated in stage 3, a value of -1 was inserted. There were 54115 solutions, 2 of which
had all solutions eliminated in stage 3. Elimination of all solutions is not a failure since the
algorithm is just restarted to find a fresh set of candidates. Only one solution’s 3D error
was greater than 8 cm, giving a success rate of almost 100%. For the erroneous solution,
the correct solution was eliminated prior to the start of stage 3. Most acquisitions resulted
in a single solution out of stage 2. These single-epoch solutions did not need a stage 3.
The average time to fix the correct solution (TTF) is plotted in Figure 4.6 versus number
of satellites tracked. The average time is only a few seconds except for the 5 SV case,
suggesting a finer check interval could have been used. Determining the optimal check
interval is a subject of further investigation. All cases, with 10 SVs or more, had only
single-epoch solutions so the average TTF is zero for those cases.
There were 53674 single-epoch solutions (only a single solution out of stage 2) out
of 54115 or 99.2%. This number is an optimistic estimate since, if there was more than
one solution, stage 3 used at least 60 seconds of data to eliminate solutions. Hence, other
nearby epochs which may have poor conditions for obtaining a single-epoch solution were
also removed. With this in mind, stages 1 and 2 of the algorithm were reaccomplished
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Figure 4.5: 3D Position Error of Final Solution L1/L2, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Figure 4.6: Mean Time to Fix L1/L2, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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every epoch, skipping stage 3, and the resulting number of candidates recorded. Figure
4.7 shows the 3D error of the candidate closest to the true solution (minimum 3D error)
and number of satellites tracked versus time for this run. There were 89 epochs with a
minimum 3D error greater than 8 cm, giving a 0.1% chance of not having the true solution
in the initial set of candidates. Figure 4.8 shows the single-epoch success rate versus the
number of satellites tracked. As expected, the single-epoch success rate increases as the
number of satellites tracked increases. The average number of solutions versus the number
of satellites is shown in Figure 4.9. The numbers are also listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: Minimum 3D Error of Candidates and #Satellites Tracked L1/L2 No Stage 3,
24-h period, 3 Sep 13
There are a couple of ways to increase the single-epoch success rate. First, increasing
the accuracy of the a-priori position will reduce the search region and, therefore, the chance
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of Single-Epoch Solutions vs Satellites Tracked L1/L2 No Stage 3,
24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Figure 4.9: Average Number of Solutions at End of Stage 2 vs Satellites Tracked L1/L2 No
Stage 3, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Table 4.1: L1/L2 Single Epoch Results, 24-h Period, 3 Sep 13
n #Single Epoch Total % Mean # Sol’ns
5 1 1022 0.1 12.1
6 5633 10838 52.0 3.1
7 21721 29366 74.0 1.7
8 12467 13237 94.2 1.1
9 21357 21551 99.1 1.0
10 3435 3435 100.0 1.0
11 4599 4599 100.0 1.0
12 2175 2175 100.0 1.0
All 71388 86233 82.8 1.6
an erroneous solution will meet the threshold requirement. Figure 4.10 shows a cumulative
distribution of the distance between the second closest solution and the true solution, for
those trials containing more than one solution. This is the result of a ±1.5 m uniformly
distributed initial error and a ±2 m search region. Grid values as far as 6.1 m from the true
solution are expected. It is easy to see, if the initial error and the grid search region are
reduced, many more of the acquisitions would become single epoch. Second, decreasing
the thresholds would decrease the number of erroneous solutions included in the list of
candidates at the expense of an increased risk of also eliminating the correct solution.
4.3.1.2 L1-Only Case.
For this case the threshold value χ20.997|n−4 was used in stage 1 and there was no stage
2. The Stage 3 threshold was set at χ20.97|n−5, and the binomial threshold was set as in the
dual-frequency case. There are n − 5 degrees of freedom during stage 3, so at least six
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Figure 4.10: Distance from True Position to Second Best Solution for non-Single Epoch
Trials L1/L2, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
satellites are needed to form a threshold. The candidates were simply propagated during
the epochs when fewer than six satellites were tracked, leading to longer acquisition times
for these trials.
As expected, the L1-Only case gave many more solutions out of stage 1 and took
longer to discern the correct solution among these. These results are shown in Figures 4.11
and 4.12 and Table 4.2. There is a sharp reduction in time to fix and number of initial
solutions as the number of satellites tracked increases to 9. Figure 4.13 shows the rss error
of the final solution versus time. There were 303 acquisitions, and 100% successfully
obtained the correct solution.
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Figure 4.11: Average Number of Solutions at End of Stage 1 vs Satellites Tracked L1-Only,
24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Figure 4.12: Mean Time to Fix L1-Only, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Table 4.2: L1-Only Acquisition Results, 24-h Period, 3 Sep 13
n Mean Time to Fix (s) Mean # Initial Solutions
6 747 937
7 711 895
8 399 421
9 202 81
10 145 20
11 78 10
12 85 6
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Figure 4.13: 3D Position Error of Final Solution L1-Only, 24-h period, 3 Sep 13
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Figure 4.14 shows the candidate 3D position error versus the weighted sum of squares
of residuals over the threshold for a single epoch. The figure is zoomed in to spread out the
candidates with small weighted residuals. The correct solution is the one with the smallest
3D position error. The figure shows that there are several solutions with smaller weighted
residuals than the correct solution. This was true in general for the L1-Only case, making
ratio tests a poor validation choice for this method.
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Figure 4.14: Candidate 3D Position Errors vs Weighted Sum of Squares of Residuals Over
Threshold, L1-Only, Single Epoch, 3 Sep 13
4.3.2 15-min Test Using TRIGR as Rover and NovAtel as Base Station.
This test used the same data and R matrix as reported in Section 3.5.3. The binomial
distribution threshold was set at 6 out of 10 vice 52 out of 60, as in the test with CORS
data, giving a threshold check every 10 seconds. The TRIGR data were L1-only, so only
Stages 1 and 3 were accomplished. There were 8 SVs for most of the first acquisition and 9
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SVs during the remaining acquisitions. The acquisitions converged on the correct solution
100% of the time with results detailed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: L1-only DVPLL Acquisition Success Rate, 15-min Period, 13 Dec 13
Rover Zero Baseline 18.5 m Baseline
Blue 21/21 18/18
Yellow 21/21 16/16
Figure 4.15 shows a sample of one short-baseline acquisition. Stage 1 resulted in 12
possible solutions. After 10 seconds 8 solutions were eliminated. The remaining incorrect
solutions were eliminated at 30, 40 and 70 seconds into the acquisition. This left the final
correct solution to continue tracking. There were many fewer initial candidates in these data
than the CORS data due to the single-difference phase errors being much smaller. This is
seen by comparing Figures 3.17 and 4.3. Figure 4.16 shows the weighted sum squared
residuals divided by the threshold each second during this same acquisition. During each
10 second interval, the number of values greater than one were counted and if the total
was 6 or more the solution was retained. It can be seen that the two best candidates are
indistinguishable at the start of the acquisition. However, near the 30 second point the
second best candidate started to diverge and the best candidate is clearly seen.
4.3.3 Conclusion.
A method is presented for initializing the DVPLL. The method includes an algorithm
for generating candidates (estimation) as well as discerning the correct solution among
them (validation). The method is shown to work for single- and dual-frequency
measurements using CORS data. The test results also shows the importance of using dual-
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Figure 4.16: Sample Weighted Sum of Squares of Residuals Divided by Threshold vs
Acquisition Time, 13 Dec 13
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frequency data during the acquisition process. There is a very high probability of getting
the correct answer in a single-epoch and, if not, the true solution can be found very quickly
among the candidates.
Unlike the integer ambiguity search techniques, the number of grid points does not
increase geometrically with the number of signals. In fact, it may decrease as the increased
number of signals will make the a-priori position more accurate and, hence, reduce the
search region. Also, unlike the MAFA, the convergence region is not limited to a small
volume around the true position. The search region of the DVPLL can be made as
large as necessary to ensure the true position is contained. As with other methods, the
validation time of the DVPLL acquisition method also decreases with an increased number
of satellites. This is important given the number of GNSS signals there are to exploit.
The DVPLL also maintains full-accuracy for the correct solution throughout the validation
phase, obviating the need to go back and track the sampled data again for full accuracy.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
This document shows an integer ambiguity-resolved quality solution can be obtained
and maintained directly in the vector phase tracking loop of a rover receiver. This chapter
outlines the research contributions made by this dissertation and recommends areas for
future research.
5.1 Research Contributions
5.1.1 DVPLL Tracking.
This research contributes a method of vector tracking that uses phase and code
measurements from a base station receiver and applies them in the creation of reference
signals in a rover receiver. The phase and code measurements in the base station contain
errors common to both receivers that end up canceling those in the rover, leaving much
smaller differential errors. For shorter baselines, these residual errors are small enough that
they can be ignored. It appears that no other method uses base station phase measurements
directly in the vector tracking loop of a rover receiver, therefore this method is novel. In
this case, a vector phase locked loop can be created using only navigation and clock states
without the need to model individual channel information. Other implementations must use
numerous states to account for slowly changing phase errors on each channel. The DVPLL
demonstrates an integer ambiguity resolved quality solution directly in the tracking loops.
No other approach claims this level of accuracy directly in the vector tracking loops of a
rover receiver.
5.1.2 DVPLL Acquisition.
The DVPLL tracking method assumes the state vector is within the pull-in region
of the algorithm for the current integration period. This dissertation further contributes
an acquisition method that ensures these conditions are met for the initial integration
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period. The technique extends Cellmer’s MAFA method [5] to single-frequency and single-
difference measurements and greatly increases the convergence probability by optimally
gridding the search region. The algorithm only requires an initial state vector and
covariance matrix for the rover and phase and code measurements from a base station
as inputs. This work also contributes a validation method where the user can set an
upper bound on the failure rate by defining various parameters. In contrast to other
approaches that only monitor the best and second-best candidates, this algorithm monitors
all candidates, rejecting those that do not meet certain criteria until only the final solution
is left.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Longer Baselines.
For longer baselines the differential errors are no longer small enough to ignore. Two
methods can be used to overcome this limitation. The first method models and removes the
differential errors. The second method would be to create a network of base stations and
optimally combine their measurements as in the work of Raquet [60]. Raquet’s NetAdjust
method is based on double-difference measurements which removes any biases associated
with base station clock offsets. It is recommended that Raquet’s method be revisited with
the single-difference measurements required by the DVPLL in mind. The best method
depends on the application and a study of the tradeoffs is recommended.
5.2.2 High Accuracy in High Dynamics.
The DVPLL is demonstrated to work very well in a static short baseline environment.
Vector tracking has been shown to work better than scalar tracking in dynamic situations
since the SVs aid each other. However, this benefit has not been demonstrated for
the DVPLL. A study of the DVPLL’s behavior under various dynamic conditions is
recommended, paying attention to the effects of antenna attitude on satellite shading. For
real flight tests an airworthy GNSS front end is needed. It is recommended that a GNSS
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front end be found or developed that is capable of operating in a T-38 test environment.
Special care must be given to the acceleration and vibration sensitivity of the reference
oscillator.
5.2.3 Deep Integration with an IMU.
Deeply integrating the DVPLL with an IMU would make for a powerful combination
especially under conditions where periodic outages are expected such as during a barrel
roll or GPS jamming. It is recommended the DVPLL be deeply integrated with an IMU.
5.2.4 Smoother.
Tracking signals in recorded IF data allows the DVPLL to take advantage of future
as well as past measurements. It is recommended that a smoother be implemented in the
DVPLL.
5.2.5 Other GNSS Signals.
The current embodiment of the DVPLL tracks the GPS L1 CA-Code only. The method
has been shown to work on dual-frequency CORS data using measurements from scalar
tracking loops. Increasing the number of signals tracked by the DVPLL increases the
accuracy, availability, robustness, etc. The DVPLL can be expanded to track all GNSS
signals available if the front end is capable of recording them. Finding or developing a
GNSS front end capable of recording data for all available GNSS signals is recommended.
It is further recommended that the DVPLL be expanded to vector track these signals and
that a base station be found that can provide carrier-phase and code-phase measurements,
as well as the navigation data bits associated with each available GNSS signal.
5.2.6 Real-Time DVPLL.
Two obstacles need to be overcome to make a real-time DVPLL. First the current
version assumes the data bits are known. This limitation can be overcome by using a
dataless channel such as the L5 pilot channel or by deriving the DVPLL to work with
unknown data. The integrations would then have to be within data bit boundaries or loss
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of signal power would occur. A two-quadrant arctangent would also have to be used,
limiting the convergence region to ±0.25 wavelengths. The second obstacle is the latency
introduced by the transmission of the base station data and the associated extrapolation
needed.
5.2.7 Acquisition Tradeoffs.
Further study of the acquisition threshold settings and binary check frequency under
various conditions to find the optimal settings for a given situation is recommended.
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Appendix: Linear Combinations and the Effects of Removing Integer Offset
Identities. The round operator just returns the nearest integer. So the following holds
if N is an integer.
round(x + N) =round(x) + N (A.1)
For the following, all subscripted Ns are integers. If −0.5 < y < 0.5, k is a rational number
such that k = NnNd and x is any real then
fk(x, y) =y + k round(x) − round(y + k round(x)) (A.2)
=y + kNx − round(y + kNx) (A.3)
=y +
NnNx
Nd
− round(y +
NnNx
Nd
) (A.4)
=y +
N jNd + Nr
Nd
− round(y +
N jNd + Nr
Nd
), Nr = 0, 1, . . . ,Nd − 1 (A.5)
=y + N j +
Nr
Nd
− round(y + N j +
Nr
Nd
) (A.6)
=y +
Nr
Nd
− round(y +
Nr
Nd
) (A.7)
=

y + NrNd y +
Nr
Nd
< 0.5
y + NrNd − 1 0.5 < y +
Nr
Nd
< 1.5
(A.8)
Which is to say, y will be offset by a multiple of 1Nd , either positive or negative, within the
range ±1.
Effects. Ignoring multipath errors and receiver noise and using λ1 = 7760λ2, the phase
equations are
φ1 =
∆ρ + ∆T
λ1
−
∆I
c f1
+ ∆N1 (A.9)
φ2 =
∆ρ + ∆T
λ2
−
77∆I
60c f1
+ ∆N2 (A.10)
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Measurements are given by
φ̂1 =φ1 − round(φ1) (A.11)
=
∆ρ + ∆T
λ1
−
∆I
c f1
− round(
∆ρ + ∆T
λ1
−
∆I
c f1
) (A.12)
=
∆ρ + ∆T
λ1
−
∆I
c f1
− N̂1 (A.13)
φ̂2 =
∆ρ + ∆T
λ2
−
77∆I
60c f1
− N̂2 (A.14)
Linear combinations are formed in order to increase wavelength, reduce residual
atmospheric error, and/or reduce noise [68]. A linear combination is obtained as
φ jk = jφ̂1 + kφ̂2 (A.15)
=
∆ρ
λ jk
+
∆T
λ1
77 j + 60k
77
−
∆I
c f1
60 j + 77k
60
− jN̂1 − kN̂2 (A.16)
=
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
− jN̂1 − kN̂2 (A.17)
λ jk =
77
77 j + 60k
λ1 (A.18)
and the linear combination measurement is
φ̂ jk =φ jk − round(φ jk) (A.19)
If j and k are integers then
φ̂ jk =
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
− round(
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
) (A.20)
The final term must be zero for each SV for convergence to occur. If j is an integer and k
is a rational number then
φ̂ jk =
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
− kN̂2 − round(
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
− kN̂2) (A.21)
=
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
−
NnN̂2
Nd
− round(
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
−
NnN̂2
Nd
) (A.22)
=
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
+
N̂r
Nd
− round(
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
+
N̂r
Nd
) (A.23)
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Using the same convergence criterion as for the integer-only case, (A.8) gives
φ̂ jk =

y + N̂rNd y +
N̂r
Nd
< 0.5
y + N̂rNd − 1 0.5 < y +
N̂r
Nd
< 1.5
(A.24)
y =
∆ρ
λ jk
+ mT
∆T
λ1
− mI
∆I
c f1
(A.25)
In other words, each measurement will be offset by a multiple of 1Nd . The multiple
will be different for each SV depending on the value of N̂r. This spacing of levels will
require another search for each SV to find the proper numerator to use. The distance
between each level in meters is λ jkNd . This is the same as the wavelength obtained if j
and k were each multiplied by Nd and hence are integers. For example, using j = 1,
k = −34 gives a wavelength of 0.458 m and level spacing of 0.114 m. Using j = 4, k = −3
gives a wavelength of 0.114 m and no levels within a cycle. In conclusion, it is better to
using integer multipliers for the linear combinations to remove the step of searching for the
correct level for each SV.
Linear Combinations. A noise analysis wasn’t performed in the previous section.
However, it is easy to show that if each individual phase measurement has a variance of σ1
cycles, then the linear combination noise variance would be σ jk = σ1
√
j2 + k2. Table A.1
shows values of various factors for different integer linear combinations.
The ionospheric-free combination completely removes the ionospheric error. How-
ever, the wavelength is extremely small with large multipliers on the tropospheric error and
noise. The ionospheric-reduced combination almost removes all the ionospheric error with
a more moderate increase to tropospheric error and noise. A good approach, under high
differential ionospheric errors, would be to use the widelane combination to find initial
candidates and then find ionospheric reduced candidates near those initial candidates.
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Table A.1: Parameter Values for Various Linear Combinations
Name j, k λ jk (m) mT mI mn
Widelane 1, -1 0.862 0.22 -0.28 1.41
Wider Lane -3, 4 1.628 0.12 2.13 5.00
Iono Free 77, -60 0.006 30.25 0.00 97.6
Iono Reduced 4, -3 0.114 1.66 0.15 5.00
L1 1, 0 0.190 1.00 1.00 1.00
L2 0, 1 0.244 0.78 1.28 1.00
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